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Separation of Scintillation and Cerenkov Radiation in
Fiber Optic Dosimeters
Levi Madden
A Thesis for Master of Philosophy (Medical and Radiation Physics)
Centre for Medical and Radiation Physics
University of Wollongong

ABSTRACT
A plastic scintillating fiber dosimeter has been developed that applies a novel temporal
method to separate scintillation and Cerenkov radiation produced by pulsed external
beam radiation therapy sources. Current single probe methods in megavoltage scintillation dosimetry apply optical filters that allow for characterisation of the Cerenkov
radiation signal generated in irradiated optical fibers. These methods utilise an optical fiber with a split junction, allowing for simultaneous measurements of the single
optical signal passed through different optical filters with separate photodetectors.
Cross calibration of the two photodetectors responses is required; the accuracy of the
method is dependent upon the calibration conditions being similar to those where the
measurements are made. Cases where measurement conditions dont match calibration
conditions include in vivo dosimetry and in vitro treatment planning dosimetry. The
dosimetry system developed eliminates the requirement for optical filters and multiple
photodetectors in single probe scintillation dosimetry provided the radiation source is
pulsed. Water equivalence is a desired property for dosimeters as it allows for a simplified calculation of dose absorbed by water compared to that of water inequivalent
dosimeters. The scintillator employed in the dosimetry system is required to have a
long decay constant, however the scintillator implemented for its long decay constant,
BC444 (Saint Gobain), was not known to be water equivalent. BC444 was studied
through Burlin cavity theory and Monte Carlo simulations and was determined to
be water equivalent for photons with energies between 200 keV and 20 MeV. The
dose reproducibility of the dosimetry method was scored across a series of in vitro
measurements at several depths and positions for depth dose curves and dose profiles
respectively. The dose reproducibility per measurement was determined to be 2.4%
relative response to 1 standard deviation. The novel scintillation dosimetry method
demonstrated requires Cerenkov radiation response characterisation and analytical algorithm refinement to improve its dose response at low scintillator signal intensities.
With future refinements, the plastic scintillating fiber dosimeter constructed is expected to be successful in high resolution dosimetry as an array and in vivo dosimetry
as a water equivalent probe type dosimeter.

KEYWORDS: Plastic scintillators, Water equivalence, LINAC, Megavoltage
photon beam dosimetry, Fiber optic dosimetry methods
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The Australian Institute of Health and Welfare estimated that for 2017 there would
be 134174 new cases of cancer [1] with more than half of patients expected to receive
radiation therapy over the course of their cancer treatment [2]. Radiation therapy
induces damage to tumour volumes through energy deposition processes that occur
as the incident radiation interacts with matter. X-ray radiation was discovered by
Röntgen in 1895, with inflammation and tissue damage of the skin being observed
in experimenters who’d experienced long exposure times. Radiation was proposed to
treat malignancies and tumour volumes shortly after the observation of these biological
effects.

1.1

Interactions Of Photons With Matter

A photon can interact with matter through a number of different mechanisms. However for energies below 20 mega electron volts (MeV) there are 3 interactions between
photons and matter that induce dose depositions [3]: photoelectric absorption, Compton scattering and pair production. Photon interactions are solely collisional, unlike
charged particles. Photon interactions result in energy depositions and changes in

1

1.1. Interactions Of Photons With Matter

2

momentum direction.

1.1.1

Photoelectric Absorption

A photon undergoing photoelectric absorption is completely absorbed by an atom,
with the incident photon energy transferred to an orbital electron. The energetic
electron (referred to as the photoelectron) is bound to the atom prior to photoelectric
absorption. The energy required to free the electron from its orbital is the binding
energy, Eb , characteristic of the element releasing the photoelectron. A photon with
energy, hν, that is greater than the binding energy imparts kinetic energy, T , to the
photoelectron:

T = hν − Eb

(1.1)

The absence of the photoelectron in the orbital structure leaves the absorber atom
ionised and chemically reactive. The most tightly bound electron is the most likely to
be released. Rearrangement of the remaining orbital electrons fills the vacancy left by
the photoelectron, however a vacancy is present in another shell until a free electron is
captured. Rearrangement of bound electrons releases characteristic X-rays with their
emission transporting energy away from the interaction site.

1.1.2

Compton Scattering

A photon interacting via Compton scattering is deflected by an orbital electron in
the absorbing material. The angle of deflection for the photon is referred to as the
scattering angle. The scattering angle is defined as the angle between the incident
photons momentum and the deflected photons momentum. The photon transfers
some energy to the electron and the energy is dependent on the scattering angle. The
interacting electron is assumed to be at rest prior to the interaction and recoils due to

1.1. Interactions Of Photons With Matter

3

the energy absorbed from the photon (referred to as the recoil electron). The electron
will recoil at an angle that conserves energy and momentum throughout the collision
(referred to as the recoil angle). For an incident photon with energy ,hν, scattered at
an angle, θ, the residual energy of the photon following deflection, hν 0 , is given by:

hν 0 =

1+

hν
− cos(θ))

hν
(1
m e c2

(1.2)

me c2 is the rest energy of an electron. For the case of θ = 180◦ , the recoil electron attains its maximum energy with respect to the scattering angle. The Compton
scattering cross section per atom of an absorber increases linearly with the number
of electrons available per atom therefore it increases linearly with increasing atomic
number. The damage induced via recoil electron interactions occur in close proximity
to the path traversed by the electron. In the scope of the experiments performed, a 6
MeV photon interacting via the Compton scatter interaction can produce an energetic
recoil electron with a maximum range ≈ 3 cm in water [4].

1.1.3

Pair Production

The pair production interaction takes place when a photon with energy greater than
2me c2 ≈ 1.022 MeV is absorbed by an atom. The excited atom then produces an electron positron pair. Residual photon energy not used upon production of the electron
positron pair is distributed to the pair as kinetic energy. The positron will annihilate
in a collision with an electron in the absorber medium. The collision will result in the
production of two photons with energy me c2 ≈ 0.511 MeV, referred to as annihilation
photons.

1.2. Interactions Of Electrons In Matter

1.2

4

Interactions Of Electrons In Matter

There are three electron interactions with matter that result in dose depositions [5]:
soft collisions, hard collisions and bremsstrahlung process. Electrons deposit energy
in matter via direct Coulomb interactions. Coulomb interactions between an energetic
electron and an orbital electron in matter results in orbital electron excitation (soft
collision) with the potential for ionisation (hard collision) provided the energy transfer
is sufficient. Coulomb interactions between energetic electrons with the atomic nucleus
results in deceleration of the electron with energy released as a bremsstrahlung photon.
The impact parameter, b, defined as the projected perpendicular distance between
an incident charged particle and an atomic nucleus [5], determines which interaction
takes place for an incident electron with an atom in matter. Let the atomic radius of
an atom be a.
1. For b >> a, the soft collision interaction takes place. Due to the great separation between the two interacting electrons, only a small fraction of energy is
transferred.
2. For b ≈ a, the hard collision interaction takes place. The separation between the
two electrons is projected to be small and the energy transfer is great enough
that the orbital electron is emitted.
3. For b << a, the bremsstrahlung interaction takes place. The electron will experience deceleration about the positively charged nucleus, with increasing magnitude of deceleration occurring as b decreases.
The absorbed dose by a volume of matter, V, is equivalent to the energy imparted
per unit mass [6]. The energy imparted, , is defined as:

 = Rin − Rout + ΣQ

(1.3)

1.3. Radiation Therapy
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Rin is the radiant energy entering the volume V, Rout is the radiant energy leaving
the volume V and ΣQ is the energy used in mass energy conversions within the volume
V. Dose depositions for megavoltage photon beams occur via secondary electron collisional interactions [5]. For photon interactions, the radiant energy entering volume
V leaves in the form of photons or charged particles. In the case of the photoelectric
effect and Compton effect, the residual energy not radiated out of the volume is spent
to overcome the binding energy of the interacting orbital electron.
In the case of electron interactions, the bremsstrahlung interaction radiates photons from the interaction site therefore incident electrons do not deposit dose into
matter via the bremsstrahlung interaction. The hard collision and soft collision interactions produce excitations and ionisations in matter, contributing directly to the
dose absorbed by imparting energy to the interacting orbital electrons. Due to the
nature of Coulomb interactions for electrons, an energetic electron passing through
matter interacts with thousands of atoms over its range, referred to as the multiple
scattering theory of electrons [7]. The dose depositions in matter from megavoltage
photon beams primarily arise from the collisional electron interactions of secondary
electrons with matter [5].

1.3

Radiation Therapy

Radiation therapy involves the delivery of a known quantity of radiation to a targeted
volume, typically tumour volumes. Radiation therapy is applied to induce lethal cell
damage in tumour volumes while sparing healthy tissues surrounding the tumour.
This is achieved through dose depositions to the cell nucleus leading to lethal cell
mutations and cell necrosis. Cell survival as a function of dose follows an exponential
decay with linear and quadratic dose components. The linear and quadratic coefficients
(α and β respectively ) in the survival curve are characteristic of the type of cell being
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irradiated [8]. As absorbed dose increases, the number of surviving cells in a tumour
volume decreases. An optimal radiation therapy treatment confines high doses to the
tumour volume whilst minimising the dose absorbed by healthy tissues in the body.
The literature reported that radiation therapy is applied to approximately 50%
of the patients diagnosed [9, 10]. Modern treatment modalities deliver complex dose
distributions to confine dose depositions to the tumour volumes, while sparing maximal
healthy tissue. As such, with the high frequency of radiation therapy treatments,
treatment is required to be delivered accurately.

1.4

Scintillators

Scintillators are crystalline materials that produce a prompt fluorescent response to
energy depositions in their volume. The scintillation mechanism is a two step process comprising of energy absorption in the scintillator material followed by photon
emission. In organic scintillators such as plastic scintillators, the energy absorption
leads to the excitation of electrons in the molecules responsible for scintillation, called
fluors. The excited electron relaxes after some time back to a lower energy state emitting a photon of energy equal to the difference between the excited energy state and
the lower energy state. It is assumed that the population of flour molecules exist in
the ground state before excitations occur [11]. As the thermal energy associated with
room temperature (0.025 eV) is much lower than the energy gap between ground state
and excited states for most scintillators, the assumption that the population of fluors
is in the ground state prior to irradiation is justified for dose measurements at room
temperature.
For a population of fluors in the excited state at t = 0, the intensity of the emitted
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Figure 1.1: Energy levels of a fluor in a scintillator. The upward arrows represent the
absorption of energy leading to an electron populating the excited state and downwards
arrows represent the relaxation of excited electrons to their ground states with the
emission of a photon. [12]
scintillation photons after some time, t, is given by [3]:

I(t) = I0 exp(−

t
)
τd

(1.4)

τd is the mean lifetime of electrons in the excited state. As a fluor can achieve
an excited vibrational state and relax to a vibrational energy state above the ground
state, the energy spectrum of scintillation photons are not monoenergetic [13, 3]. The
number of photons a scintillator emits is proportional to the energy deposited in their
volume making their response viable for dosimetry. The mass of the scintillator is
constant, therefore the number of photons emitted by the scintillator is proportional
to the average dose deposited in the scintillator volume. A scintillators dose response
is approximately linear across a wide energy range. The yield of photons per energy
deposited is fluor specific. The dose response is not linear in the case where high
linear energy transfer occurs[14]. This happens for the case of heavy charged particles
depositing high doses in a small volume. Though this happens most frequently for
plastic scintillators, no heavy charged particles are expected to deposit dose in the
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scope of the experiments.
Phosphorescence is a second form of luminescence produced by scintillators. The
phosphorescence mechanism is similar to the scintillation mechanism where energy
depositions excite the fluor. However, in phosphorescence, the excited fluor undergoes
transition from an excited singlet energy state to a triplet state [3]. This transition step
is illustrated in figure 1.1 where the singlet state S10 decreases in energy level to T1 via
an inter-system crossing. Phosphorescence is typically characterised by decay times
much greater than the scintillation decay times of the scintillator of interest [15]. The
afterglow of scintillators, defined as the relative intensity of remaining luminescence
after a given time period (e.g. 10 ms) is observed to be small for many scintillators [16].
For the plastic scintillator NE102A (manufactured by Eljen Technology), the afterglow
value was reported as approximately zero. It is expected that phosphorescence signals
will have negligible effect on the dose response measured by scintillation signals.
For measurement of the scintillator response, an optical fiber and photodetector
are required for transportation of the optical signal away from the radiation field
and conversion of the optical signal to a measurable electric signal, respectively. In
megavoltage photon and electron beams, optical fibers are known to be a source of a
secondary optical signal known as Cerenkov radiation. The combined scintillation and
Cerenkov radiation signal are measured by the photodetector, however the combined
optical signal is not proportional to the dose deposited in the scintillator volume.

1.4.1

Cerenkov Radiation

Cerenkov radiation is produced when a charged particle travels through an optical
medium at a speed greater than the local speed of light in that medium [17, 18]. The
photons produced via the Cerenkov effect are emitted with directional dependence,
such that they must lie within a cone of acceptance angle dependent on the charged
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particles velocity [19, 20, 21].

Figure 1.2: θC is the angle Cerenkov photons are emitted relative to the particle
velocity, β is the ratio of the speed of the particle to the speed of light in a vacuum
and n is the refractive index. [22]
Cerenkov radiation is produced over a continuous frequency spectrum, where the
relative intensity per unit frequency is proportional to the emitted photons frequency
[23]. Scintillation dosimetry methods require separation of the scintillation and Cerenkov
radiation components to determine the dose deposited in the scintillator.

1.5

Overview

Scintillation dosimetry is performed using a novel temporal method to separate Cerenkov
radiation and scintillation in pulsed megavoltage source applications. The aim of the
research was to develop a water equivalent scintillation dosimeter with efficacy in
identification of Cerenkov radiation induced optical signal. The fiber constructed and
method developed are expected to be applicable in high resolution dosimetry and in
vivo dosimetry.
Current single probe methods that eliminate Cerenkov radiation include the air
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Figure 1.3: Example of scintillation signal, Cerenkov radiation signal and total optical
signal in a plastic scintillation dosimetry system.
core design by Lambert et al. [24] which produces no Cerenkov radiation and chromatic removal by Fontbonne et al. [25]. Each of the aforementioned methods exhibit
great potential in eliminating Cerenkov radiation, however, both methods have limits
of their applicability. For air core fibers, the fibers experience high rates of optical
signal attenuation [26] and the method is restricted to short fiber lengths. For chromatic removal, the calibration conditions limits its application to perform dosimetry
in conditions similar to those where calibration measurements were made [26], which
may be a limiting factor when the scintillation signal is of low intensity compared to
Cerenkov signal intensities. The temporal method developed, coined the self referencing temporal method, is aimed to be applicable where these other methods face
constraints.

Chapter 2
Literature Review
In this chapter, a review is presented encompassing a range of external beam radiation therapy modalities. Each new modality is capable of improving dose confinement
to target volumes when compared to previous modalities. Dosimetry and a range of
dosimeters are reviewed and discussed with respect to potential clinical uses. Scintillation dosimetry is reviewed in detail, and the case is made that scintillation dosimeters
have a unique set of qualities that make them desirable as in vivo dosimeters for external beam radiation therapy. The difficulties in employing scintillation dosimeters
is discussed to provide a scope for the research conducted in this thesis. Other research tools are discussed, such as Monte Carlo simulations, that provide an expected
quantity to refer experimental and theoretical measurements to and vice versa.

2.1

External Beam Radiation Therapy (EBRT)

A beam of ionising radiation is incident upon the patient to deliver a dose of radiation
generated from an external source [5]. As increasing absorbed doses induce lethal cell
damage in greater fractions of a cell population, dose depositions are aimed to be
confined within targeted volumes, such as tumours, while dose depositions are aimed
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to be limited to surrounding healthy tissues.

2.1.1

3 Dimensional Conformal Radiation Therapy (3DCRT)

Many modern treatment modalities utilise a linear accelerator (LINAC) to produce a
photon beam at high energies. LINACs deliver a three dimensional dose distribution
by rotating their gantry about the patient in a 360◦ arc and repositioning the patient
as required [5]. Primary collimators, secondary collimators and multileaf collimators
(MLCs) shape the radiation field produced by the LINAC to the projection of a targeted tumour. A radiation field shaped to the projection of the tumour at each gantry
angle minimises the dose deposited in the healthy tissues surrounding the targeted
tumour volume [27].
The MLC arrangements and beam angles are determined and the expected dose
distribution is calculated by the treatment planning system. The treatment planning
system utilises a 3D tissue map of the patient (typically a CT scan) with identifications
of the tumour targeted and organs at risk to determine the most suitable gantry angles
and MLC arrangements.

2.1.2

Intensity Modulated Radiation Therapy (IMRT) And
Intensity Modulated Arc Therapy (IMAT)

In IMRT, several different MLC shaped fields are delivered for each gantry angle. The
summation of the dose distributions delivered for each field applied at equivalent gantry
angles produces an aggregate field of varying intensity and dose as a function of field
position [28]. Treatment planning systems are responsible for the determination of the
several MLC arrangements at each gantry angle. The dose distribution achievable can
limit the dose delivered around the edges of the projected tumour shape to minimise
damage to healthy tissues adjacent to the tumour. The probability of normal tissue
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complication in IMRT is reduced compared to that achievable with 3DCRT [29].
In IMAT, the gantry is rotated about its 360◦ arc several times and the LINAC
X-ray beam is delivered continuously [30]. The incident radiation field is shaped dynamically by the MLCs. The dynamic MLCs arrangements are determined by treatment planning system over the several rotations. The aggregated intensity modulation
occurs in IMAT due to the several gantry rotations aggregating to an intensity modulated field across all angles of the 360◦ arc. The benefit of IMAT over IMRT is that the
dose is being delivered across the full revolution of the arc instead of the set number of
angles in IMRT. The dose to superficial healthy tissues is distributed across the whole
revolution in IMAT. For IMRT with a tumour receiving the same absorbed dose, the
dose absorbed by superficial healthy tissues is distributed to those in the path of the
beam at each gantry angle. The dose absorbed per volume of healthy tissues in IMAT
is decreased compared to IMAT. The probability of normal tissue complications is
reduced in IMAT compared to IMRT due to the decrease in average dose absorbed by
healthy tissues inherent to IMAT [31].

2.2

Dosimetry In Radiation Therapy

Dosimetry is the practice of measuring quantities related to ionising radiation such as
absorbed dose, kerma and exposure [5]. The dosimeters discussed are detector systems
that produce a measurable response that is a function of the dose absorbed by their
sensitive volumes. The units of absorbed radiation dose, Gray (Gy), are absolute
in quantity such that a dose of 1Gy is one joule absorbed per kilogram of mass.
Dosimetry is performed by extrapolating the quantity sought (e.g. dose absorbed by a
dosimetry systems sensitive volume) from its dose as a result of irradiation. Relative
dosimetry refers to comparison of the absorbed dose at a series of points in a radiation
field, with the dose responses at each point normalised to a single value. Relative
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dosimetry is imperative for determining whether a LINACs output beam matches the
beam expected to be delivered by the treatment planning system. Relative dosimetry
performed to acquire dose distributions related to the LINACs output beam is referred
to as beam calibration. In the case that the LINACs output beam does not match the
LINAC beam expected to be delivered by the treatment planning system, catastrophic
doses may be delivered to a patient receiving radiation therapy.
Without calibration of dosimeter response to a known radiation dose, the dose
absorbed at a single point cannot be determined from relative dosimetry. With the
calibration of a radiation dosimeter response to a known quantity of radiation dose,
the absolute dose absorbed at any given point in a radiation field can be determined,
provided that correction factors are applied where necessary in calculation of the absorbed dose from the dose response [5]. Dosimetry performed where the response is
calibrated for a known radiation dose is referred to as reference dosimetry. Reference
dosimetry is imperative for ensuring that the dose distribution delivered to a phantom
matches the dose distribution expected to be delivered to the phantom as calculated
by the treatment planning system.
Both reference dosimetry and beam calibration achieve quantitative measurements
of the discrepancies between the delivered dose distribution and the dose distribution
expected to be delivered by the treatment planning systems. These discrepancies must
be limited to within given values or percentages, specific to the quantity measured or
extrapolated from the dosimetry performed. The limits on these measurements are
referred to as quality assurance (QA) and are imperative for providing the best quality
of treatment. Prior to each first course of treatment in EBRT, reference dosimetry is
performed for patient specific QA to ensure that the in vitro dose distribution delivered
matches the dose distribution to a phantom prescribed by the treatment planning
system [32]. Dosimeters applied for patient specific QA are required to possess a high
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spatial resolution that is sufficient to resolve the dose gradients achievable for dose
distribution measurements.
QA for dose delivery ensures that the prescribed dose distribution is delivered by
the radiation source. Dosimeters that are applied to monitor the dose distribution as
treatment is being delivered to a patient are referred to as in vivo dosimeters. If the
distribution is incorrectly delivered, there is great risk at inducing a secondary cancer
(of different type from the primary cancer to be treated) from radiation damage to
healthy tissues. The application of in vivo dosimeters allows for the intervention of a
clinician to prevent catastrophic doses to healthy tissues.

2.2.1

Water Equivalence

The dose absorbed by volumes of matter are dependent on the material or materials
comprising the matter volumes. A volume of water equivalent material interacts with
radiation in a manner where it is interchangeable with an equivalent volume of water
[5]. Volumes of water are used as phantoms when performing dosimetry to approximate
a volume of tissue when incident photons and electrons have high energies as the human
body is comprised of tissues that interact with high energy photons and electrons in
a manner similar to water. In terms of material properties, the mass attenuation
coefficients for photon interactions and the mass collision stopping powers for electron
interactions are characteristic of the energy transfers and scattering that occur as
incident radiation interacts with the material of interest. These properties vary with
the incident radiation energy. Water equivalence of a material occurs when the ratio
of its mass attenuation coefficients and mass collision stopping powers with respect
to those of water remains constant across the energy range of interest [33]. It should
be noted that water equivalent dosimeters can produce varying responses to the same
absorbed dose dependent on the energy of the incident radiation [5]. In this case, the
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response of the dosimeter is energy dependent however the material volume is water
equivalent.
LINACs produce photons across a wide range of energies [5]. In the case of LINAC
photon beams, the photon energy distribution changes as a function of depth in the
body. This arises due to the variation of mass attenuation coefficient with photon energy. Lower energy photons tend to be attenuated more than higher energy photons,
increasing the beams average energy as the thickness of material traversed increases.
This effect is referred to as beam hardening. For non water equivalent dosimeters,
the calculation of dose from the dosimeters response requires energy dependence corrections for beam hardening as depths increase due to the nonlinear response to dose
with variations in energy. Dosimeters that are water equivalent and energy independent produce a dose response that is proportional to the dose that would be absorbed
in a volume of water replacing the dosimeter. This characteristic allows for simple calculation of absorbed dose in water by means of scaling the readout value by a constant.
Water equivalent, energy independent dosimeters do not require corrections for beam
hardening as their dose response is proportional to the dose that would be absorbed
by an equivalent volume of water.

2.3

Plastic Scintillation Dosimetry

Plastic scintillating dosimeters possess a unique set of qualities that make them promising as in vivo probe dosimeters. They possess water equivalence for megavoltage photons, exhibit dose rate independence, possess linear dose responses over large ranges of
dose absorbed, achieve high spatial resolutions and produce real time dose responses
[34]. The first plastic scintillation dosimeter for megavoltage dosimetry was developed
by Beddar et al. in 1992 and consisted of a BC400 (Saint Gobain) plastic scintillator,
1 mm in diameter and 4 mm in length, coupled to an optical fiber with a core diameter
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of 200 µm [17].
The plastic scintillation dosimeters subsequently developed following the research
by Beddar et al. in 1992 have been applied for beam calibration measurements, small
field dosimetry and in vivo dosimetry. Létourneau et al. applied a plastic scintillation
dosimetry system for beam profile and depth dose distribution measurements of a 6
MV photon beam [35]. Beddar et al. performed a comparative study and compared
their plastic scintillation dosimeter to other dosimeters applied in small field dosimetry
[36]. Beddar et al. achieved a level of confidence attained by their plastic scintillation
dosimeter greater than that of other benchmark dosimeters for relative dose distribution measurements and collimator output factors. Flühs et al. developed an array of
plastic scintillating fibers, consisting of 16 scintillating fibers with a 1.4 mm separation between adjacent fibers [37]. The authors applied their scintillating fiber array
for 2D and 3D dose distribution measurements in an eye phantom. Dose distribution
measurements were hindered by photomultiplier tube cross talk, however the results
demonstrated the potential of scintillating fiber arrays for real time 2D and 3D in vivo
dosimetry. Archambault et al. constructed an array of 5 plastic scintillating fibers
retrofitted to rectal balloons and inserts [34]. The plastic scintillating fiber array was
studied for its application as an in vivo dose monitoring system. The dose distribution
measured was within an agreement of 0.5% of the expected distribution as prescribed
by the treatment planning system.

2.3.1

Water Equivalence Of Plastic Scintillators

Plastic scintillators are produced from organic scintillators by dissolving the scintillator material in a solvent that is capable of polymerisation. The solution containing
the dissolved scintillation fluors polymerises to become a plastic material with fluors
distributed throughout its volume. Water equivalence occurs over the energy range
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of interest when the scintillator material absorbs a dose that is equal to the dose absorbed by an equivalent volume of water [17, 38, 39]. Plastic materials with the correct
ratio of hydrogen to carbon in their monomers closely match the dose absorbed by
water, thus the correct choice of monomer will achieve water equivalence for low fluor
concentrations.
Fluor materials are not always water equivalent for the same energy range of interest where plastic scintillation dosimetry is applied. High concentrations of fluor in
the plastic matrix of the scintillator, the water equivalence is obscured. Low concentrations of fluor in the polymer matrix maintain water equivalence. With fewer fluors
distributed throughout the plastic scintillator, the number of scintillation photons produced by some dose absorbed in the scintillator volume is reduced compared to higher
concentrations of fluor. A compromise in fluor concentration is made to achieve apt
scintillation photon yield per unit dose deposited whilst retaining the water equivalence in the desired energy range. The fluor concentration in plastic scintillators is
typically kept to 2-3%, whilst the polymer used is commonly polystyrene, polyvinyl
toluene (PVT) or polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) [40]. These polymers are water
equivalent to high energy photons and electrons.
The slow plastic scintillator BC444 (Saint Gobain) [13] was employed and demonstrated to be water equivalent in the research. Other polyvinyl toluene based scintillators have been shown to be water equivalent in their response to high energy photons
and electrons [38, 17, 39]. The authors concluded that polyvinyltoluene based scintillators with low concentrations of fluor are approximately water equivalent.
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Significance Of Cerenkov Radiation In Plastic Scintillation Dosimetry

For the small scintillator volumes required for high resolution dosimetry, the scintillation signal produced is expected to be of small intensities. The length of the optical
fiber exposed to the primary radiation field is expected to produce an optical signal
that is of comparable intensity to the scintillation signals expected in high resolution
dosimetry. The minimum energy for production of Cerenkov photons, Tmin , is given
by [41]:
"
Tmin = me c2 · p

1
1 − 1/n2

#
−1

(2.1)

me c2 is the rest energy of an electron and n is the refractive index of the optical
medium producing Cerenkov radiation. For the fiber employed in the research conducted, the fiber core diameter is 97% of the total optical fiber diameter [42]. For total
internal reflection to occur, the core material must have a refractive index greater than
the cladding material and so the threshold energy for Cerenkov radiation production
is lower for the core than the cladding. The core is expected to be the greatest source
of Cerenkov radiation production. The core material is PMMA with n = 1.49 and
minimum energy for production of Cerenkov radiation equal to 0.18 MeV. For PMMA,
Compton scattering is the dominant interaction for photon energies between 100 keV
and 10 MeV [43]. Via the Compton interaction, the maximum energy transferred to
the recoil electron, ETmax , occurs via backscattering. For the recoil electron to produce Cerenkov radiation in polystyrene (Tmin = 0.18 MeV), the minimum energy of
an incident photon, E, is given by [3]:

ETmax =

2E 2
= 0.18M eV
me c2 + 2E

(2.2)
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ETmax is the maximum energy transferred to an electron via the Compton effect and
E is the interacting photons energy. The minimum photon energy required to produce
a secondary electron energetic enough to generate Cerenkov photons in polystyrene
is E = 0.32 MeV. LINAC beams were modelled by Sheikh-Bagheri and Rogers in a
Monte Carlo simulation [44]. The resultant average beam energy of the nine simulated
LINAC beams were approximately a third of the maximum beam energy. Megavoltage
radiotherapy sources such as LINACs produce a significant fraction of photons that
can induce Cerenkov radiation through the secondary electrons generated.
Efficient removal of the Cerenkov radiation signal is required for the application of
fiber coupled scintillators in high resolution dosimetry.

2.3.3

Plastic Scintillation Dosimetry Methods Of Cerenkov
Radiation Removal

Beddar et al. irradiated light pipes of silica, PMMA, polystyrene and water with a
megavoltage electron beam [19]. The authors studied the angular dependence of irradiation angle for Cerenkov radiation signal intensity. The relative intensity measured
by PMT was minimised for irradiation angles perpendicular to the axial axis of the
light pipe. Authors employing plastic scintillating fibers align their fibers to be perpendicular to incident radiation where possible to minimise the Cerenkov radiation
signal intensity measured at the photodetector.

2.3.3.1

Background Subtraction

The background subtraction method employs two fiber optic probes to measure the
scintillation dose response. The first fiber optic probe has a scintillator coupled to the
distal end of the fiber and the optical signal produced in this probe consists of both
scintillation and Cerenkov radiation. The second probe is a fiber optic without the
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scintillator coupled to its end (referred to as the reference probe), producing Cerenkov
radiation in the second probe without scintillation. The fiber optics and photodetectors
for each probe are identical in their materials and construction. The two probes are
orientated parallel to each other, placed side by side with equivalent lengths of fiber in
the radiation field. The Cerenkov radiation produced in the reference probe is assumed
to be approximately equivalent to the Cerenkov radiation produced in the scintillator
probe. The difference between the scintillator probe and the reference probe optical
signals is equivalent to the scintillation dose response signal. High dose gradient fields
produce a Cerenkov radiation dose response in the scintillator probe that may not
match the Cerenkov radiation dose response in the reference probe. When the dose
delivered to each fiber is approximately equal, the Cerenkov radiation signal estimated
by the reference probe matches the Cerenkov radiation signal in the scintillator probe.
The background subtraction method should be avoided in applications where high
dose gradients are present.
The background subtraction method was proposed by Sam Beddar et al. in 1992
for high energy radiation photon and electron beams employing plastic scintillating
fibers [17]. The water equivalence of the scintillator BC400 (manufactured by Saint
Gobain) was investigated and calculated from Burlin cavity theory. The detector system consisted of a scintillator probe and reference probe with matching photomultiplier
tubes for each probe. Two scintillator probe tips were investigated: one with a thick
polystyrene wall encasing the scintillator material BC400 and the other, a BC400 scintillator volume with no wall casing. BC400 was found to be water equivalent in the
range of 200keV to 20MeV for monoenergetic photons from Burlin cavity theorem for
the scintillator with no polystyrene wall casing. The thick wall casing probe deviated
from water equivalence at an increasing rate above 3 MeV.
The temperature dependence of the scintillator response per dose deposited was
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measured, results indicating that deviation in scintillator response was at most 1% from
the response at 22◦ C across the range of 5◦ C to 50◦ C. The temperature-dose response
deviations were less than those exhibited by ionisation chambers, semiconductor and
film dosimeters. The decrease in dose response was measured with respect to the
dose absorbed as 10 kGy was cumulatively delivered to the scintillator probe (no
wall casing). Following the 10 kGy dose deposition, the scintillator exhibited a 2.8%
decrease in response. The response of the next most radiation resistant dosimeter, a
silicon photodiode, experienced a 9% decrease in dose response.
In the ensuing paper by Beddar et al. [18] the reproducibility of response per unit
dose deposited was measured at selected photon and electron beam energies. The standard deviation in measured dose output for both scintillator probe and background
probe was 0.08% exhibiting the background subtraction methods dose response reproducibility. The dose rate independence of the scintillation dosimeter was observed to
be near constant such that the maximum deviation in relative response was 0.05% for
dose rates between 80 MU/min and 400 MU/min. The potential of plastic scintillator
coupled fiber optic probes for high resolution dosimetry was demonstrated through the
measurement of a dose profiles and beam penumbras compared to other high spatial
resolution dosimeters. The spatial resolution achieved was comparable to the p type
silicon diode and greater than all other candidate dosimeters tested.
Following the papers of Beddar et al. [17, 18], other researchers began fabrication
of plastic scintillating fiber probes. For the background subtraction methods, groups
have produced detector systems that vary the photodetector [45] or the scintillator
material [38] used. Other groups had eliminated the need for the background reference
probe by removing the Cerenkov radiation via other methods. Newer methods aim to
overcome the constraints of Cerenkov radiation dose response estimation in high dose
gradient fields by eliminating the need the reference probe.
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Optical Filtration

De Boer et al. (1993) applied an optical filter and long wavelength emitting scintillator
to reduce the contribution of Cerenkov radiation, removing approximately half of
the Cerenkov radiation in the optical signal [23]. Cerenkov radiation is distributed
with relative intensity proportional to its frequency. Optical filters that minimise the
intensity of high frequency optical signals therefore reduce the Cerenkov radiation
intensity in the optical signal. The long wavelength scintillator increases the fraction
of Cerenkov radiation removable as the optical filter can filter out a wider spectrum
of frequencies without reducing the scintillation signal intensity.
Clift et al. (2000) [46] refined the method demonstrating an improvement in the
reduction of Cerenkov radiation in the filtered optical signal. The scintillator probe tip
was coated with optically reflective paint, approximately doubling the intensity of the
scintillation signal. Photons reflected off the paint coating in this case had the potential to enter the fiber core with the fibers collection efficiency approximately doubled
with respect to the case of no optically reflective paint. The Cerenkov contribution
increased, however its relative optical signal intensity decreased with respect to the
increased scintillation signal. Multiple optical filters were applied in combination by
Clift et al. to further reduce the fraction of Cerenkov radiation in the optical signal
at the frequencies higher than that corresponding to the scintillation photons.
The optical filtration method can not filter out Cerenkov photons at frequencies
where scintillation photons are emitted. Longer wavelength emitting scintillators permit further reduction of Cerenkov radiation during filtration due to the decreasing
intensity of Cerenkov photons at longer wavelengths. The optical filtration method
eliminates the second probe that would otherwise measure Cerenkov radiation as in
the background subtraction method, permitting its application in high dose gradient
applications.
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Chromatic Removal

Fontbonne et al. (2002) employed an analytic variation of the optical filtration method.
The total signal containing scintillation and Cerenkov radiation is measured twice using different optical filters each time. One optical filter is selected to remove high
fractions of the Cerenkov radiation without removing the scintillation induced optical
signal. The second optical filter removes significant portions of scintillation in addition to the Cerenkov radiation at higher photon frequencies. The method uses one
probe with a split junction in the optical fiber to separately apply both optical filters
simultaneously. Two matching photodetectors are applied; one photodetector for each
filtered signal. The scintillation contribution to the optical signal is separated from
the Cerenkov radiation contribution through analysis of the two captured signals from
the prior measurements with the two optical filters. Calibration is required so that
the response of each photodetectors response is characterised with respect to the other
photodetector.
Archambault et al. (2006) reviewed the background subtraction, optical filtration
and chromatic removal methods in a systematic review [47]. The background subtraction method and chromatic removal were similar in effectiveness at removing the
contribution of Cerenkov radiation. The average dose discrepancies with reference
to absolute dose measurements were comparable, background subtraction exhibiting
0.52% relative error and chromatic removal exhibiting 0.67% relative error in dose
response compared to ionisation chamber values. The dose discrepancy for optical
filtration was greater than the other methods, its relative error being greater than
1% . The authors concluded that the most suitable method for plastic scintillation
dosimetry was the chromatic removal method as it used a single probe, did not inherit
the limits of background subtraction and its performance matched the background
subtraction in its dose reproducibility and removal of Cerenkov radiation.
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Temporal Filtration

Mattern et al. found that Cerenkov radiation photons are emitted nearly immediately
after the interaction of a faster than light electron with matter takes place [48]. Clift
et al. demonstrated that Cerenkov radiation induced optical signals are generated
in coincidence with the pulsed electron beam LINAC employed [49]. The temporal
filtration method requires the radiation source to be pulsed as the Cerenkov radiation
photons will not be generated after incident radiation delivery terminates.
Temporal filtration of scintillation and Cerenkov radiation has been investigated
by Jordan in 1996[50], Clift et al. in 2000 [49] and Justus et al. in 2004 [51]. Clift et al.
(2000) [49] utilised a slow scintillator with a long decay constant to integrate the optical
signal some time after Cerenkov radiation production ceases. Pulse gating techniques
are applied to determine when Cerenkov radiation production terminates. The optical
signal is integrated following the termination of the Cerenkov radiation induced signal
to determine the integral dose response in the scintillation exponential decay tail. The
integral of the scintillation tail is proportional to the dose deposited in the scintillator
per pulse given that the scintillator response doesn’t achieve saturation. Saturation
occurs when the dose absorbed per pulse is too great, therefore LINAC beam pulse
widths must remain short to prevent saturation.
The photodetector and data acquisition system must have high temporal resolution
for pulse gating to be accurate. The pulse width of the LINAC was chosen to be 450 ns
to prevent saturation. The LINAC beam current was measured and its beam current
exhibited a dose rate decay over a 125 ns period as beam delivery ceased. The authors
found that the Cerenkov radiation signal terminated in coincidence with the end of
the LINAC beam delivery, requiring 125 ns for the Cerenkov radiation induced signal
to terminate. The scintillation intensity that is captured post Cerenkov radiation
termination is reduced due to the exponential decay of scintillation that occurs in the
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125 ns period where Cerenkov radiation subsides.
The method exhibited great efficiency in isolating the scintillation contribution,
removing 99% of the Cerenkov contribution, however the 125 ns delay period reduced
the scintillation dose response by 44%. The decrease in scintillation signal due to the
delay period required indirectly limits the spatial resolution achievable for scintillator
probes employing the temporal method. The temporal method of Clift et al. has not
been continued for plastic scintillation dosimetry as the short pulse widths required
to prevent saturation of the scintillation signal are not achievable with many of the
EBRT treatment machines.

2.3.4

Photodetectors Applied In Scintillation Dosimetry

2.3.4.1

Photomultiplier Tubes

Photomultiplier tubes convert optical signals to electronic signals. The photons incident on the photocathode are absorbed invoking the photoelectric effect. The photocathode material is chosen so that its photoelectric cross section is high over a large
energy range for the expected incident photon energies. Emitted photoelectrons are
accelerated into the photomultiplier tube volume by strong electric fields required for
electron multiplication. The structure responsible for photoconversion and electron
multiplication are encased in a vacuum tube.
The electron multiplication structure consists of a series of dynodes with high voltages applied across the electron multiplication structure. The second dynode in the
electron multiplication structure has a higher voltage applied than the first dynode.
Each subsequent dynode in the structure is increasingly biased until the anode is
reached. Photoelectrons are accelerated throughout the electron multiplication structure until they are collected at the anode. As photoelectrons are accelerated towards
the first dynode, they gain some energy via acceleration. The photoelectrons are then
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Figure 2.1: Incident photons invoke the photoelectric effect. Photoelectrons are accelerated into the electron multiplication structure and collected at the anode as current.
From Knoll figure 9.1 [3].
absorbed at the first dynode. An absorbed photoelectron produces an average of δ
electrons on its emission from the first dynode distributing the energy obtained from
acceleration between the δ electrons emitted. The δ electrons emitted from the first
dynode are accelerated towards the second dynode producing δ electrons per absorbed
electron at the second dynode. δ N electrons will be absorbed at the anode for N
the number of dynodes in the photomultiplier structure. The current output from
photomultiplier tubes is proportional to the number of photons detected by the photocathode. The output of photomultiplier tubes may be measured as a voltage signal
induced from the current collected at the anode.
The factor that most dominantly affects the temporal resolution is the spread in
transit time that arises due to variations in the time taken to traverse the electron
multiplication structure. The deviations in time taken to reach the first dynode is
the greatest source of deviation in transit time [3]. The distribution of photoelectron
transit times follows a Gaussian distribution for current at the anode from a Dirac delta
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pulse of photons incident on the photocathode. The time delay due to photoelectron
transport through the PMT structure does not affect the temporal resolution.
The temporal resolution of the photomultiplier tube is dependent on the voltage
applied across the photocathode and electron multiplication structure [3]. Increasing
the voltage improves the PMT temporal resolution as electrons are expected to accelerate at a higher rate. This increases the maximum achievable velocity of the electrons
in transit thus reducing the transit time and deviations in the transit time through
the photomultiplier tube [3].
The timing properties of photomultiplier tubes vary with the number of photoelectrons produced from the detection of an optical signal at the photocathode [3].
For an output current pulse that follows a Gaussian distribution with respect to time,
the relative spread in transit time is proportional to the inverse square root of the
number of photoelectrons. In the case of more intense signals, the relative time spread
decreases improving the temporal resolution of the PMT [52, 53, 54].
Photomultiplier tubes exhibit temperature dependence in their electron multiplication gain and their dark current [52]. The dark current refers to the spontaneous
emission of electrons at the photocathode in the absence of photon stimulations. Dark
current arises from thermal excitations in the photocathode, leading to a cascade of
electrons during electron multiplication. The dark current response increases with the
gain applied [3]. The dark current at high voltages induces a significant error in the
measurement accuracy of weak optical signals.
2.3.4.2

Silicon Photomultipliers (SiPMs)

Silicon photomultipliers consist of an array of microcell structures that operate as
avalanche photodiodes. A bias is applied to the microcell photodiode to collect charge
the carriers generated from energy depositions in the sensitive volume. Charge carriers are accelerated by the applied voltage and interact with atoms in the sensitive
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volume. When a charge carrier gains significant energy, interactions with photodiode
atoms generate additional charge carriers. As the bias voltage is increased, the number
of charge carriers produced from charge carrier migration through the sensitive volume
increases. A bias too great induces a runaway avalanche consisting of the maximum
number of charge carriers. The bias where all photodetections induce a saturated response is referred to as the breakdown voltage. Each microcell in the array is operated
above the breakdown voltage for their photodiode volume. A single photodetection in
a microcell photodiode saturates the sensitive volume for operational voltages above
the breakdown voltage.

Figure 2.2: Diagram of a single cell of a silicon photomultiplier. A single cell operates
as an avalanche photodiode. The SiPM is an array of APDs on a common substrate
[55].
The number of photons detected by the SiPM is equivalent to the number of
avalanche photodiodes that are fired in coincidence. Two photons simultaneously
incident on the same microcell triggers one photocells avalanche response instead of
the two that would occur when they were incident on different microcells. This occurs
most frequently for high intensity optical signals and leads to a non linear response in
current output as a function incident optical signal intensities.
Due to the small sensitive volumes of microcells and their operation above the
breakdown voltage, the induction of a runaway avalanche occurs over a short timescale
approaching the order tens of picoseconds [56, 57]. A saturated microcell is unable
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to detect photons incident on its sensitive area. Quenching is the mechanism that
restores sensitivity to a saturated sensitive volume of a microcell. The dead time
associated with microcells prior to their quenching dominates the sampling rate of
SiPMs. Two main types of quenching mechanisms exist [57]: passive quenching and
active quenching. In passive quenching, a resistor is applied that allows electrons
to enter the sensitive volume and fill the holes, restoring sensitivity to the sensitive
volume [58]. The passive quenching mechanism occurs over a timescale of hundreds
of nanoseconds. In active quenching, integrated circuitry is employed for quenching
[59]. The integrated circuitry detects runaway avalanches, subsequently controls the
bias voltage of the photocell and applies a pulse generator to fill holes in the sensitive
volume. The dead time of a microcell employing active quenching is of the order of
tens of nanoseconds.
Application of SiPMs are suitable for the presented self referencing temporal method
provided the optical signals intensity is very weak and active quenching is employed
to achieve a high temporal resolution with an optimised sampling rate.

2.3.5

Plastic Scintillating Fiber Array For Megavoltage Computed Tomography (MVCT)

Electronic portal imaging devices (EPIDs) have been used in radiation therapy to
validate the patient positioning relative to the LINAC beam via 2D projection image
[60]. Current EPIDs applied in megavoltage radiation therapy lack the detection
efficiency for high energy photons whilst maintaining the spatial resolution to acquire
tissue portal images in sufficient resolution and contrast. Shirato et al. observed that
the target volume can move from day to day in the body, observing that the prostate
moved up to 24 mm between days [61]. The imaging of soft tissues to locate target
volumes for aligning and positioning the patient prior to treatment is imperative to
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prevent catastrophic dose delivery to healthy tissues.
One method applied to overcome the poor image contrast of soft tissue volumes
in projection imaging is CT imaging in the treatment room. The resultant 3D slice
images map the soft tissues sought for patient positioning verification with respect to
the treatment beam. Megavoltage CT is performed by delivering the LINAC beam to
the patient and recording the transmission images as the gantry is rotated about the
patient. The transmission images of the patient are measured using the EPIDs that
are attached to the LINAC gantry.
EPIDs consisting of thin copper or phosphor screens have poor detection efficiency
due to their small thicknesses (approximately 2 mm), however they achieve high spatial
resolution in portal images [62]. Another drawback with current commercial EPIDs
is the lack of water equivalence for megavoltage beams. Their response is energy
dependent with respect to the dose response of water of a water equivalent dosimeter.
Teymurazyan and Pang modelled a plastic scintillating fiber (BCF60) in GEANT4
[63]. Its response to monoenergetic photon beams (200 keV to 20 MeV), polyenergetic
photon beams (6, 10 and 18 MV) was simulated. The modelled probe was investigated
for its use as an EPID. The authors concluded that the water equivalence of their
plastic scintillator and its high spatial resolution would allow their proposed EPID to
overcome the obstacles faced by current MV X-ray imaging technologies.
Greer and Vial determined that dosimetry can be performed with a LINAC source
in conjunction to obtaining 3D slice images maps of the soft tissues by performing
MVCT [64]. Arrays of plastic scintillating fibers achieve the water equivalence required
for an EPID performing MVCT dosimetry whilst maintaining a high spatial resolution.
Silva et al. proposed a similar method with an array Cerenkov probes in their proof
of concept paper [62].

2.4. Ionisation Chamber Dosimeters
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Self Referencing Temporal Method With Slow Inorganic Scintillator

A slower scintillator is expected to improve the accuracy and reproducibility of scintillator doses extrapolated by the curve fitting algorithm. This is expected to occur
as a result of the increasing difference in decay times of Cerenkov radiation and scintillation. Inorganic scintillators with decay time up to 1 µs could be substituted in
the place of BC444. For the case of CsI(Tl) with average decay time of 1 µs, the light
yield to gamma radiation is approximately 406% of anthracene, approaching 10 times
greater light production compared to BC444.
Water equivalence can be sacrificed when employing inorganic scintillators. Correction factors would be required for dosimetry using the self referencing temporal
method however it is not required by imaging devices. The light yield provided by an
array of inorganic scintillating fibers offers greater sensitivity as an imaging device.

2.4

Ionisation Chamber Dosimeters

Ionisation chambers are gas filled dosimeters that utilise ionisations produced in its
gaseous sensitive volume to produce a dose response [33]. Ion chambers typically consist of a conductive outer wall, a collecting central electrode, a volume of air and a
guard electrode. Energy transfers to the atoms in the air have the potential to invoke
ionisations and produce electron-ion pairs. An electric field is present throughout the
cavity, achieved by applying a voltage across the conductive outer electrode and collecting central electrode. The electric field accelerates electrons to the central collecting
electrode, where a collected electron produces a minute current that is measured by
an electrometer [5]. A typical electrometer applied in conjunction with an ionisation
chamber measures the charge recorded over a fixed period of time.
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Ionisation chamber dosimetry applies the principal that the dose deposited in the
sensitive air volume is proportional to the number of ion pairs generated [5]. Many
correction factors are required to account for non-linearities in the dose response for
high energy photon and electron beam dosimetry, including factors that account for
recombination of ion pairs, polarity of the ionisation chamber and air temperature and
pressure of air in the chamber.
Three specific ionisation chamber designs are used in high energy photon beam
dosimetry [5]. The first is the thimble type chamber: chamber volumes are small
providing good spatial resolution for point dose measurements. The second chamber
type is the plane parallel chamber: the chamber has large parallel plate electrodes
with a thin volume of air between the electrodes, possessing high depth resolution
suitable for dosimetry in the build up region of photon beams. The third type is
the extrapolation chamber: of similar design to the plane parallel chamber, however
they possess a variable sensitive volume which allows for determination of a correction
factor for cavity perturbations of electrons.
The correction factors required for ionisation chamber dosimetry are well understood for high energy photon and electron beam dosimetry. With the correction factors
applied, ionisation dosimeters are accurate and precise in their measurements of the
dose deposited in their air volumes and are considered the gold standard for absolute
megavoltage beam dosimetry. [5].

2.5

Film Dosimeters

Film dosimeters are two dimensional dosimeters that measure the dose distribution
delivered to their sensitive volumes. The dose rate cannot be extrapolated from the
recorded dose distribution recorded. Film dosimeters possess great spatial resolution,
sufficient for high resolution megavoltage photon beam 2D dose distribution measure-
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ments [5].

2.5.1

Radiographic Film

Radiographic film dosimeters consist of a layer of emulsion sandwiched between protective sheets, an adhesive layer and plastic base. The emulsion layer is the sensitive
volume and has silver bromide grains distributed for radiation detection. Energy depositions in the emulsion layer have the potential to ionise silver atoms. For a uniform
distribution of silver bromide grains throughout the emulsion layer, the energy deposited per position is equivalent to the dose deposited at the corresponding positions
[5]. Following irradiation, the radiographic film is chemically treated, darkening the
silver grains where ionisations were induced. The chemical treatment process reveals
an image corresponding to the dose distribution delivered. Dose absorbed at a point
in the emulsion is extrapolated by measuring the optical density of the darkened silver
grains. An instrument referred to as a densitometer extrapolates the dose at a point
by measuring the transmission intensity of photons through the film at that point [5].
There is a significant energy dependence for photon beams at low energies which
produces a non linear dose response in the film. The high concentration of silver
bromide in the emulsion layer required for high dose sensitivity renders the film water inequivalent. Radiographic films are relative dosimeters and require comparison
to ionisation chambers measurements to be calibrated for absolute dose absorbed determination [5]. Due to the need for chemical processing, the delayed response of
radiographic films is not suitable for dose monitoring and prevention of incorrect dose
delivery to patients.
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Radiochromic Film

Radiochromic film dosimeters are near tissue equivalent, consisting of a radiosensitive layer of monomers sandwiched between protective layers of polyester. Energy
depositions in the monomer layer have the potential to induce polymerisation of the
monomers. The monomer is selected such that the polymer formed through polymerisation is a coloured dye. The polymerisation dose response of radiochromic films
is extrapolated using a densitometer in a similar manner to radiographic films [5].
Though the polymerisation process is considered self developing, the dose readout using a densitometer does not allow for real time dose measurements. Radiochromic
films are not applicable for dose monitoring as in vivo dosimeters for prevention of
incorrect dose deliveries to patients.

2.6

Semiconductor Dosimeters

Semiconductor dosimeters are comprised of a semiconductor sensitive volume (commonly silicon) where energy depositions have the potential to produce ionisations and
electron-hole pairs as a result of ionisation. Two main types of semiconductor dosimeter exist [5]: silicon diode dosimeters and MOSFET detectors.

2.6.1

Silicon Diode Dosimeters

Silicon diodes are comprised of a p-n silicon junction. The sensitive volume of the
silicon diode is the depletion layer, where electron-hole pairs experience acceleration
due to the electric field generated within the depletion layer. The number of ion pairs
generated is proportional to the energy deposited in the sensitive volume [5]. Silicon
closely matches water in its electronic mass stopping power across the radiotherapeutic
range of electrons and photon beam modalities, making silicon diodes approximately
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water equivalent. As a result of the increased density of silicon (ρ = 2.328 g/cm3 )
compared to water (ρ = 0.998 g/cm3 at room temperature and pressure), silicon diode
dosimeters are constrained to small volumes to reduce dose perturbations when they
are applied as in vivo dosimeters. Silicon diodes achieve high spatial resolutions as
their volumes are small, with arrays employed for dose distribution measurements.
Silicon diode dosimeters must be calibrated against ionisation chamber measurements for extrapolation of the absolute dose absorbed in a silicon diodes sensitive
volume [5]. Correction factors are required to account for non-linearities in the dose
response of silicon diodes, e.g. corrections for ion pair recombination and temperature dependence. The temperature dependence and requirement of correction factors
hinder their application as in vivo dosimeters to measure dose distributions inside the
body.

2.6.2

MOSFET Dosimeters

MOSFETs, or Metal-Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect Transistors are miniature volume silicon transistors. Energy depositions in the sensitive volume of the MOSFET
dosimeter have the potential to produce ionisations of the oxygen atoms in the metal
oxide, where the number of oxide ionisations is proportional to the absorbed dose. The
dose response is measurable by applying a voltage across the MOSFET: the resultant
voltage output measured is a linear function of the number of oxide ionisations [5].
Similar to silicon diode dosimeters, MOSFET dosimeters are temperature dependent, however with special design considerations, the temperature dependence can
be eliminated [5]. MOSFET dosimeters have small volumes and great spatial resolution, with only one correction factor required to account for non-linearities in dose
response. They exhibit energy dependence in their response for dose sensitivity, however are water equivalent and do not require energy corrections provided the radiation
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beam quality remains unchanged. MOSFETs have been successfully applied as in vivo
dosimeters.

2.7

Luminescent Dosimeters

Similar dose response mechanisms occur for the two types of luminescent dosimeters discussed. Electrons in the valence band of the luminescent material are excited
by energy depositions, relaxing after some time with complimentary photon emission to conserve energy. Impurities in the crystalline luminescent material serve as
trapping centres where electrons may reside upon relaxation instead of returning to
the valence band of the crystalline material [65]. The number of trapped electrons
following irradiation is proportional to the dose deposited in the dosimeter volume.
Dose is extrapolated from the dosimeter volume by stimulating the trapped electrons
and measuring the intensity of luminescence with a photodetector. The two types
of luminescent dosimeters are optically stimulated luminescent dosimeters (OSL) and
thermoluminescent dosimeters(TLD).

2.7.1

Optically Stimulated Luminescent Dosimeters

Optically stimulated luminescent dosimeters are inorganic crystalline structures, the
only OSL material commercially available is Al2 O3 : C. Electrons in the trapping
centres are excited into the conduction band post irradiation by a laser pulse. The
laser photons have energy less than the band gap to prevent stimulation of electrons
in the valence band. The number of photons emitted via stimulation is proportional
to the dose deposited in the crystal [65]. The OSL dose response is a measure of the
integral dose absorbed by the dosimeter volume.
A real time response of the OSL dosimeter can be achieved by applying a pulsed
laser source as the dosimeter is irradiated [5]. Additionally, radioluminescence oc-
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curs, producing a prompt luminescent response verisimilar to scintillation. Some OSL
dosimetry setups use both the optically stimulated luminescence and radioluminescent component to perform dosimetry [65, 66], achieving two independent measures
of the absorbed dose. Al2 O3 : C OSL dosimeters are water inequivalent for low energy photons and their response with respect to water is energy dependent, exhibiting
overresponse to low energy photons [67]. OSL dosimeters have not been applied often
as clinical dosimeters, however they exhibit potential as in vivo dosimeters.

2.7.2

Thermoluminescent Dosimeters

The stimulation of trapped electrons for TLDs takes place via heating of the TLD
crystalline structure where electrons release photons upon relaxation. Prior to use,
TLDs must be prepared via an annealing process [5]. The annealing process occurs via
heating and cooling of the TLD to specific temperatures at specific rates of temperature
change. Annealing prepares the trapping centres in the crystalline structure, where
the heating temperatures and cooling rates affect the sensitivity of the traps. Ideally,
post read out annealing is performed with the same annealing temperature and cooling
rate to return the TLD to a state matching that before the previous irradiation [33].
Read out of the TLD dose response occurs via heating of the TLD, where the
dose absorbed by the TLD is proportional to the number of photons emitted by the
TLD upon heating[5]. TLD readouts are achieved by heating the TLD at a constant
rate with respect to time and measuring the intensity of luminescence with a suitable
photodetector [68].
Some TLD materials are near water equivalent for megavoltage photon beams
[5]. TLD dosimeters require calibration with respect to an ionisation chamber for
absorbed dose determination. Correction factors are required to account for nonlinearities of dose response, including factors that account for energy dependence,
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fading of response and non-linearities at high doses [5]. TLDs are applied as dosimeters
for beam calibrations, with some potential as in vivo dosimeters to monitor the dose
distribution delivered to a patient in complex geometries [5]. However, TLDs have a
non real time response and are unable to provide readouts that prevent catastrophic
dose deliveries due to incorrect delivery to critical structures or organs at risk.

2.8

Cerenkov Fiber Optic Dosimeters

The dose absorbed by an optical fiber in a high energy radiation field produces
Cerenkov radiation with signal intensity proportional to the energy deposited in the
fiber. Jang et al. [41, 69] constructed a simple plastic optical fiber consisting of
a PMMA core and fluorinated polymer cladding, irradiating the fiber with a therapeutic 6MV photon beam. The authors observed that the maximum signal intensity
of Cerenkov radiation occurred between irradiation angles of 30 to 40 degrees. The
Cerenkov signal intensity variations as a function of irradiation angle had been observed by other researchers that characterised Cerenkov radiation produced in optical
fibers [19, 62].
Jang et al. observed that the Cerenkov radiation measured increased linearly with
the increase of the length of irradiated optical fiber [41]. The authors concluded that
the optical signal intensity of Cerenkov radiation was proportional to the electron flux
incident on the fiber optic probe. The fiber probe was modelled in a Monte Carlo
simulation and a depth dose distribution was simulated. The results were compared
to the experimental depth dose distribution obtained with the optical fiber probe and
an ionisation chamber. The experimental measurements of the Cerenkov response
in the optical fiber were within 0.7% of the ionisation chamber measurements, while
simulation measurements were within 1.5% of the ionisation chamber measurements.
With many external beam radiation therapy modalities, scatter and leakage from
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the source lead to dose depositions in material volumes outside the field. In the case
of optical fibers for dosimetry, additional Cerenkov radiation is produced in the fiber
irradiated from scatter and leakage. A second probe is employed in Cerenkov fiber
dosimetry [70], where its axis is parallel to the first probe, however the second probe
has its tip positioned at the edge of the primary radiation field to measure the dose
absorbed due to scatter and leakage outside the field. The difference in optical signals
between the first and second probes are proportional to the dose rate in the length of
fiber irradiated within the field.
The Cerenkov radiation response extrapolated whilst performing plastic scintillation dosimetry is invalid for dose measurements as scatter and leakage corrections are
required. Without a secondary probe positioned at the edge of the field, the Cerenkov
radiation dose response does not reflect the dose deposited inside the primary radiation field. Cerenkov fiber optic dosimeters are not point dosimeters, suffering from
decreased spatial resolution as the net dose response in the fiber is measured.

2.9

Monte Carlo Simulations

In Monte Carlo simulations of radiation therapy physics processes, particle transport
and particle interactions are modelled. Repeated random number sampling is used
to simulate the particle transport through the specified geometry; statistical analysis of the results over the many repetitions provides the data being measured. The
simulation toolkit used was GEANT4 version 4.10.02.p02. The GEANT4 toolkit has
the relevant processes, models and particle interactions predefined for high energy
physics simulations, however it is up to the user to specify which processes are to be
used, the materials to be employed and the radiation to be transported. The toolkit
has its models for physics validated via direct comparison of simulated quantities to
experimentally measured quantities under similar irradiation conditions [71].
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Plastic Scintillator Simulations

Plastic scintillation dosimeters were modelled in Monte Carlo simulations by Wang et
al. [72]. Three fiber coupled plastic scintillator probes were studied for their energy
and angular dependence in scintillator response. The scintillator materials were BC400
(Saint Gobain) in two of the probes and BCF12 (Saint Gobain) in the final probe.
All three probe configurations exhibited minimal energy dependence in their dose
response as a function of monoenergetic photon beam energy when being compared
to the dose absorbed in equivalent water volumes across the 200 keV to 18 MeV
monoenergetic photon energy range. The responses to beam direction of the three
probes were observed to deviate less than 2% of the relative response.
The energy dependence of a BC400 scintillator probe to monoenergetic and polyenergetic photon beams was studied by Beddar et al. using Monte Carlo simulations [73].
The absorbed dose in the scintillator was scored for beam energies in the range of 200
keV to 20 MeV. The absorbed dose in water was determined in the simulations by
replacing the scintillator volume with an equivalent volume of water. The ratio of the
absorbed dose in the scintillator to absorbed dose in water for both monoenergetic and
polyenergetic photon beams were near constant for the energy range of 500 keV to 20
MeV. The simulated dose ratio in this range was 0.98 ± 0.01. BC400 exhibits water
equivalence over the 500 keV to 20 MeV energy range.
The response of plastic scintillators such as BC400 to low energy photons have
been studied via Monte Carlo simulations. Their response was found to be water
inequivalent below the energy of 200 keV. [74, 75, 76]. Burlin cavity theory supports
these results for plastic scintillators, as the dose response compared to dose absorbed
by an equivalent water volume deviates increasingly as energy decreases below 200
keV.
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Summary

The importance of the high dose confinement achievable through IMRT and IMAT
has been discussed. Water equivalent plastic scintillation dosimeters are promising
for their prospective use as real time response in vivo dosimeters. Current plastic
scintillation dosimetry methods may suffer in their application as real time in vivo
dosimeters due to their inherited limits, however, the method presented in this thesis
is capable of overcoming these limits provided the radiation therapy source is a pulsed
source with long delays between pulses.

Chapter 3
Calculations
The calculations presented in this chapter were used to determine expected responses
and errors in the dosimetry system, where they were otherwise experimentally unmeasurable. The first calculation of the water equivalence and energy dependence of the
scintillator employed verifies that BC444 is water equivalent for the energy range investigated. The second calculation investigates the temporal resolution of the optical
fiber to determine whether the proposed high temporal resolution dosimetry method
is viable with the fiber employed. The second calculation is used in a later chapter to
achieve an estimate of the dosimetry systems temporal resolution. The final calculation aims to determine an expected response in photons per nanosecond to determine
whether the scintillator probe produces an optical signal that is intense enough to be
measured.

3.1

Predicted Energy Dependence Using Burlin Cavity Theory

Burlin cavity theory compares the radiation interaction characteristics of two materials
to determine the ratio of dose deposited into equivalent volumes of the two materials.
43
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In the research conducted, the BC444 volume is surrounded by water. BC444 is
interpreted to be a cavity medium inside the surrounding medium of water. The ratio
of dose absorbed in the scintillator to dose that would be absorbed if the scintillator
volume was replaced by water given by Burlin cavity theory is:
D̄Scint
S̄ColScint
=d
D̄W ater
S̄ColW ater

!
+ (1 − d)

(µ̄en /ρ)Scint
(µ̄en /ρ)W ater

(3.1)

D̄Scint is the mean absorbed dose in the scintillator volume and D̄W ater is the mean
dose that would be absorbed by an equivalent volume of water in the surrounding
water medium. S̄ColScint and S̄ColW ater are the mean mass collision stopping powers of
BC444 and water media where (µ̄en /ρ)Scint and (µ̄en /ρ)W ater are the mean mass energy
absorption coefficients of BC444 and water. The parameter d is related to the cavity
size of the scintillator with respect to the incident radiation. Values of d approaching
one occur when the cavity is small and values approaching zero occur when the cavity
is large for the incident radiation. The parameter d serves as a quantitative measure
between these two extreme cases.
For small cavities, the maximum range of an electron is much greater than the
cavity depth. In the case of large cavities the maximum penetration depth of the electron is significantly smaller than the depth of the cavity. Cavities where the maximum
penetration depth of electrons are comparable to the depth of the cavity are considered
intermediate sized. As the maximum electron range (equivalently the maximum depth
of penetration) is a function of the electrons energy, the value for d is dependent on
the electron energy. d is determined by:

d=

1 − exp(−βl)
βl

(3.2)

β is an electron attenuation coefficient and l is the mean electron chord length.
The mean electron chord length is the minimum of the maximum secondary electron
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range (Rmax ) and the chord length of the scintillator volume, given by 4V /S for V
the scintillator volume and S is the scintillator surface area. When the mean chord
length is shorter than the maximum penetration depth, secondary electrons frequently
escape the cavity volume. The maximum penetration depth overestimates the average
path length of secondary electrons through the cavity in this case so the chord length
of the cavity is substituted. β is determined by:

exp(−βRmax ) = 0.04

(3.3)

Rmax is the maximum penetration depth of an electron. Rmax is used in preference
to the continuous slowing down approximation range, RCSDA , as it more accurately
represents electron attenuation as outlined in [17, 38]. Rmax is taken at the average
energy of secondary electrons. The average energy of secondary electrons is determined
from the average initial energy of secondary electrons in the cavity volume. The
average initial energy of an electron, T̄0 , in the cavity volume is determined by:

T̄0 = E ·

σtr
σtot

(3.4)

E is the monoenergetic photon energy, σtr is the energy transfer cross section and
σtot is total cross section as detailed in Attix, chapter 7 [33]. The values for the
corresponding cross sections at the photon energies between 200 keV and 20 MeV
are present in Appendix B of Attix [33]. The average energy of an electron in the
scintillator, T̄ , is given by [77]:

T̄ = T̄0

σ+κ
σ + 2κ

(3.5)

σ is the total cross section of incoherent scattering and κ is the total photoelectric
cross section at energy T̄0 . These values of cross section are available from NIST [43].
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The mean mass collision stopping power S̄Col is calculated from the radiation yield
and RCSDA for electrons of the average energy of secondary electrons in the scintillator
volume. The relation for the mean collisional stopping power is [78]:

S̄Col (T̄ ) =

T̄
RCSDA (T̄ )

1 − Y (T̄ )



(3.6)

RCSDA(T̄ ) is the continuous slowing down approximation of electron range at average electron energy T̄ and Y (T̄ ) is the radiation yield at average electron energy T̄
defined as the fraction of energy deposited by electrons through radiative interactions.
The values for radiation yield and CSDA range were taken from [79, 4].
For light elements and materials with low effective atomic number, Rmax /RCSDA
is close to unity. Water has an effective atomic number of Zef f = 7.42. BC444 has a
hydrogen to carbon ratio of 1.09 [13], hence it has Zef f = 5.67. For carbon with Z=6,
Rmax /RCSDA ≈ 0.95 across the energy range of 0.2 - 20 MeV [80]. The assumption
that Rmax /RCSDA ≈ 0.95 suffices for the water and BC444 materials as their effective
atomic numbers are close to that of carbon.
The average ratio of D̄Scint /D̄W ater was 0.982 ± 0.003 to one standard deviation.
For the energies between 0.2 MeV and 0.5 MeV, the maximum penetration depth was
smaller than the mean chord length of the cavity and the value d remained constant
as the product βl was constant for these energies. The dose ratio calculated by Burlin
cavity theory was plotted in the results section in Figure 5.11 with data extrapolated
from the Monte Carlo simulations.
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Energy

S̄ColScint

S̄ColW ater

(µen /ρ)Scint

(µen /ρ)W ater

(M eV )

(M eV cm2 /g)

(M eV cm2 /g)

(×10−2 cm2 /g)

(×10−2 cm2 /g)

0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.8
1
1.25
1.5
2
3
4
5
6
8
10
15
20

12.52
8.16
5.97
4.81
3.90
3.28
2.93
2.62
2.49
2.25
2.03
1.95
1.92
1.91
1.89
1.95
1.91
1.90

12.53
8.18
6.00
4.83
3.92
3.30
2.95
2.64
2.51
2.28
2.06
1.99
1.96
1.94
1.93
1.99
1.94
1.93

2.88
3.11
3.20
3.22
3.20
3.13
3.03
2.89
2.77
2.54
2.21
1.99
1.84
1.72
1.56
1.46
1.31
1.24

2.97
3.19
3.28
3.30
3.28
3.21
3.10
2.97
2.83
2.61
2.28
2.07
1.92
1.81
1.66
1.57
1.44
1.38
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d

D̄Scint
D̄W ater

0.285
0.285
0.285
0.285
0.556
0.659
0.726
0.780
0.817
0.863
0.909
0.931
0.944
0.953
0.964
0.971
0.980
0.985

0.978
0.981
0.981
0.981
0.982
0.985
0.986
0.987
0.986
0.985
0.982
0.980
0.980
0.980
0.980
0.979
0.979
0.978

Table 3.1: Radiation properties of BC444 and water for Burlin cavity theory water
equivalence calculation.

3.2

Simulation Of Photon Acceptance Into Fiber
Core

The code in appendix A was executed to determine an approximate value for the ratio
of photons accepted into the optical fiber relative to those produced in the detectable
volume of the scintillator. The simulation also scored the time taken to traverse the
fiber in a frequency histogram to determine the limit of temporal resolution inherited
by the fiber.
The BC444 scintillator volume and the interface between the inner core, cladding
and scintillator surfaces were modelled in MATLAB. The refractive indices of the
materials are used to calculate the acceptance angle of the fiber optic. The dimensions
of the scintillator are used in conjunction with the acceptance angle to define the
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scintillator volume that is able to produce collectable photons. The dosimeter is defined
in a Cartesian coordinate system.

Figure 3.1: The dimensions of the probe and derived quantities are displayed (left),
the coordinate system and fiber orientation is defined (right). θs is the maximum
acceptance angle of photons entering the fiber and θi is the critical angle for total
internal reflection.
In the simulation, photons are spontaneously homogeneously generated at random
positions with random direction within the scintillator volume that permits acceptance
into the optical fiber. Scintillation photons are emitted with no directional dependence.
The angle of photon momentum is calculated with respect to the normal vector of the
scintillator - fiber interface. The projected position of a photon arriving at the interface
of the scintillator - fiber optic is calculated to determine whether a photon intersects
the scintillator - fiber core interface. If the photon intersects the scintillator - fiber
core interface at an angle less than the maximum acceptance angle, then a photon
will undergo total internal reflection in the fiber optic. When these conditions are
met, a photon is accepted and a counter is incremented by 1 (instantiated to 0 before
the first photon is produced) to determine the fraction of photons accepted into the
optical fiber.
The following assumptions are made in the simulation:
1. Photons do not interact in the scintillator material therefore no scattering occurs.
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2. No epoxy adhesive is present at the scintillator - fiber optic interface.
3. No optical paint coats the scintillator tip.
Photon scatter is assumed to have negligible effect on the result due to the transparency of scintillators to photons with wavelength matching the scintillation wavelength. Scintillation photons possess a lower energy than the energy required to excite
a fluor into the excited state [81]. It is therefore reasonable to assume that no scatter
occurs in the scintillator volume.
Optical coupling efficiency represents the efficiency of transfer of optical signal
between components in an optical system [82]. The optical coupling efficiency for
scintillating fibers was studied by Ayotte et al. where they manufactured 9 scintillating
fibers [83]. The authors followed the same procedure to manufacture identical probes.
The resultant absolute coupling efficiencies between scintillator and fiber optic ranged
between 0.55 and 0.85, with an average value of 0.75. The authors manufactured other
probes following the same procedure, varying the optical coupling agent applied. The
authors found that the relative optical coupling efficiency varied across a range of 0.9
to 1.2 for most agents tested. Optical coupling between the fiber and photodetector
affects the total coupling efficiency of the scintillator probe. Neither optical coupling
efficiency at the scintillator or photodetector is known. The purpose of the simulation is
to achieve a value for the geometric efficiency of photons entering the fiber core relative
to those produced and measure the distribution of photon transit times through the
fiber. Loss of optical signal due to the optical coupling efficiency was not accounted
for in the simulation.
Reflective optical paint was not modelled in the simulation. Photons were restricted
to only travel towards the fiber - scintillator interface. The optically reflective paint
applied to the probe for experiments was diffuse reflective. Diffuse reflective coatings
applied to optical fibers have demonstrated increases in relative collection efficiencies
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of 139% for magnesium oxide [83]. Limiting the photon momentum to only travel
towards the fiber optic doubles the number of photons collected compared to an unrestricted isotropic photon distribution. The value for the fraction of photons accepted
to photons generated as per the code in appendix A is assumed to be 144% (from the
ratio 200% / 139%) of the value that would be achieved in the case of a scintillator
tip coated with optical paint and unrestricted photon momentum distribution.
From the code executed in Appendix A, the fraction of photons accepted to photons
generated was determined to be 4.2287%. The expected fraction of photons accepted
to those generated in the experimental probe is therefore 2.9366%.
The deviation for photon transport time through the fiber is proportional to the
length of the optical fiber. The maximum deviation in time to traverse the optical fiber
is found from the difference in transport times between the minimum and maximum
path length through the fiber. The minimum path length through the fiber is a straight
line through the core with no reflections off the inner core - cladding boundary. The
maximum path length will occur for photons entering the core with acceptance angle
equal to the maximum angle of acceptance. The difference between the times taken
to traverse the maximum and minimum path length through the fiber, Tmax , is given
by:

Tmax = l ·

cosec(θmax ) − 1
c/ni


(3.7)

l is the length of the fiber, θmax is the critical angle that permits total internal
reflection, c is the speed of light in a vacuum and ni is the refractive index of the core.
The critical angle is given by sin−1 (no /ni ) where no is the cladding refractive index.
Substituting the corresponding values for the fiber: l = 20 m, c = 3E8 m/s, ni = 1.49
and no = 1.40, it is found that Tmax = 6.08 ns.
The temporal resolution of the fiber was determined to be the maximum time
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Figure 3.2: Frequency histogram of time taken to traverse the fiber relative to the time
to traverse the minimum path length. The time deviation scored in the histogram was
always rounded down to the nearest integer.
deviation achievable, 6.08 ns, as the distribution was near constant across the range
of deviations achievable.
Helical total internal reflection institutes a longer path length than the maximum
path length calculated. For helical total internal reflection, a photon must enter the
core at the intersection of fiber core, fiber cladding and scintillator. The photon
momenta must be aligned with the tangent of the core - cladding interface at the
point where the photon enters the core. Helical total internal reflection is infrequent
due to the requirement for a photon to enter at the intersection of core and cladding
with momentum aligned with the tangent of the core - cladding boundary. Helical
total internal reflection was not possible due to the lack of spatial resolution in the
simulation and assumed to bare negligible effect on the temporal distribution of photon
transmission.
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Expected Dose Per Pulse And Number Of Photons Produced

The BC444 scintillator produces detectable photons from a proximal volume:


 r 2 
r
π 3
2
V = h tan (θ) + 3 tan(θ) + 3
3
h
h

(3.8)

Figure 3.3: Frustum volume of scintillator where photons produced are detectable.
r is the radius of the optical fiber inner core, h is the length of the scintillator and
θ is the maximum acceptance angle of the fiber optic as photons approach from the
scintillator volume. The scintillator has a length of 0.5 mm and the fiber optic core
has a radius of 0.485 mm. The acceptance angle of the scintillator, θ, is given by:

θ = sin

−1



1
· NA
ns


(3.9)

Where ns is the scintillator refractive index (1.58) and N A is the numerical apperture of the fiber (0.5) [42]. The corresponding angle θ is 18.4◦ . It is expected that the
length of the frustum will be less than the length of the scintillator. The radius of the
scintillator is 0.5mm. Solving r +htan(θ) = 0.5 mm, the length of the frustum, h, with
r = 0.485 mm and θ = 18.4◦ is h = 0.05 mm. The remaining 0.45 mm length of the
scintillator tip capable of producing detectable photons is a cylinder with radius 0.5
mm. The volume of the frustum with h = 0.05 mm, r = 0.485 mm and θ = 18.4◦ is
V = 3.82 × 10−11 m3 . The volume of the cylinder with h = 0.45 mm and r = 0.5 mm
is V = 3.53 × 10−10 m3 . The total volume capable of producing detectable photons is
the sum of the frustum volume and the cylinder volume, V = 3.91 × 10−10 m3 . The
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density of BC444 is 1032 kg/m3 [13]. The mass of the scintillator volume is therefore
4.04 × 10−7 kg.
The dose deposited in the scintillator volume is equal to the energy deposited in
that volume divided by the scintillator mass. The external beam radiation source
used during the testing of this dosimeter is a 6 MV beam LINAC. For the following
conditions, 1 Gy is absorbed by a water volume when 100 monitor units (MU) are
delivered by the LINAC source:
1. The field size is 10 cm by 10 cm.
2. The water phantom is positioned at 100 cm source to surface distance.
3. The water volume targeted is at a depth of 1.5 cm and in the centre of the
radiation field.
4. At least 10 cm thickness of water phantom exists deeper than the targeted water
volume to optimise backscattering into the target volume.
The LINAC employed is a pulsed source that produces treatment beam with dose
rate of 600 MU/min with 360 pulses delivered per second. From 10 seconds of beam
delivery, 1 Gy is absorbed by water and 3600 pulses are delivered. The dose delivered to
the water volume per pulse is then 1/3600 Gy/pulse. From the prior energy dependence
calculation using Burlin cavity theory, the average ratio of dose absorbed by scintillator
to dose absorbed by an equivalent volume of water is 0.982. The energy absorbed by
the scintillator per pulse under the above conditions are:

EBC444 =

D̄BC444
· mScint · DW ater
D̄W ater

EBC444 is the energy deposited in the scintillator per pulse,

(3.10)
D̄BC444
barDW ater

is the ratio

of dose absorbed in the scintillator to dose in water and mScint is the mass of the
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= 0.982, mScint = 4.04 × 10−7 kg and DW ater =

1
3600

Gy/pulse, the energy deposited into the scintillator each pulse is 1.10 × 10−10 J. The
equivalent energy in mega electron volts is 687.90 MeV. BC444 has a photon yield
that is 41% of anthracene [13]. Anthracene has a yield of 17400 photons/MeV hence
the yield of BC444 is 7134 photons/MeV. The fraction of photons accepted to photons
generated in the frustum volume was determined by the code in Appendix A to be
Pcollected = 2.9366%. The waveform captured by the data acquisition system averaged
a minimum of Nav = 32 pulses therefore the number of scintillation photons produced
per waveform is:

Nph = EBC444 · YBC444 · Nav · Pcollected

(3.11)

The total number of photons accepted per captured waveform is 4.61 × 107 photons/wave. The transmission loss for the fiber employed was 0.2 dB/m at 428 nm (Eska
CK40 [42]), the peak emission wavelength of BC444. For the 20 m length of fiber, the
transmission loss was 4 dB, corresponding to a 60% optical signal power loss at the
photodetector. The expected number of scintillation photons at the photodetector per
captured waveform is then 40% of Nph , equivalent to 1.84 × 107 photons/wave. For a 1
nanosecond sampling time where the treatment pulse is delivered for 3.5 microseconds,
the expected rate of photon acceptance is illustrated below:
The expected scintillation signal per nanosecond at the photodetector is of apt intensity to produce a PMT output current response much greater than those associated
with background signal levels.
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Figure 3.4: Expected scintillator response to treatment pulse. The time between 0ns
and 3500 ns corresponds to the delivery of radiotherapy pulse with constant dose
rate. The scintillation decay tail is exhibited after 3500 ns. The expected scintillator
response to a constant dose rate pulse is derived in Chapter 4, section 4.4.5.

3.4

Summary

From Burlin cavity theory, the scintillator BC444 by Saint Gobain is energy independent in its response compared to water and thus is water equivalent over the energy
range investigated. As such, the calculation of dose in water from the dose measured
in the scintillator will occur via multiplication by a constant factor. From the simulation of photon acceptance and calculation of expected number of photons catured per
pulse, the scintillator is expected to produce a significantly intense signal that allows
for the high temporal method of Cerenkov separation to be employed.

Chapter 4
Materials and Methods in
Dosimetry Setup, Algorithm
Development and Simulation
The construction process of the scintillator probe is outlined in the first section, the
optical paint and polishing processes described were chosen to maximise signal collection efficiency. The setup in the solid water phantom and water tank is described
in the following sections. The conditions of each setup and the method for acquiring
each dose curve is described. The concept for the Cerenkov separation algorithm is
described, with the different approaches taken discussed in detail. The Cerenkov separation algorithm aims to separate the optical signal into its scintillation and Cerenkov
radiation components from a measured high temporal resolution waveform of the optical signal. Finally, the Monte Carlo simulations undertaken are described, with the
intention of its results supporting the calculation of energy dependence from Burlin
cavity theory.
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Scintillator Probe Construction

The probe tip was constructed from a 0.5 mm sheet of BC444. The surface of the
scintillator was polished with 1200 grade sandpaper to improve the optical coupling
efficiency between scintillator and fiber optic. It has been shown that improved optical coupling is achieved from the polishing process and significantly improves the
fraction of light accepted into the optical fiber [83]. The optical fiber was joined to the
scintillator sheet with an epoxy adhesive. The scintillator sheet was cut around the
optical fiber outlined by the fiber optic cladding. The tip was coated with titanium
oxide (T iO2 ) optical paint to increase the relative intensity of the measured scintillation signal. If the coating of optical paint were thick with respect to the scintillator
dimensions, the water equivalence of the scintillator tip may no longer be valid. The
probe was coated by dipping the scintillator crystal and an additional length of fiber
optic in to the optical paint, allowing it to dry. The fiber optic (Eska CK40) consists
of a PMMA inner core with radius of 0.485 mm and fluorinated polymer cladding with
a radius of 0.5 mm [42].

Figure 4.1: Schematics of the scintillator probe. Thickness of the reflective coating
was unknown and assumed to be small enough for the scintillator tip to remain water
equivalent.
The remaining end of the optical fiber was terminated using an FC optical fiber
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connector. The connection permitted maximum transmission efficiency onto the photodetector detection surface.

4.2

Setup With Solid Water

The scintillator probe housing consists of a sheet of PMMA with a groove for the optical
fiber. The groove allows the top of the fiber optic to be flush with the top surface of
the PMMA sheet. The housing serves to prevent the fiber optic from being damaged
under the weight of solid water thicknesses placed on top of the scintillator probe and
constrains the probe to remain straight in the radiation field over the horizontal plane
with respect to the LINAC gantry. The fiber has an approximate length of 20 m
permitting transmission of the optical signal from the treatment room to the adjacent
control room, preventing radiation damage to the data acquisition system (DAQ) and
photodetector.

Figure 4.2: Scintillation dosimeter setup using solid water.
The scintillator probe was connected to an RCA 4526 photomultiplier tube. The
PMT output voltage was processed by a Tektronix MSO 4104 digital oscilloscope.
The LINACs TTL sync pulse triggered the oscilloscope, such that the beginning of
the pulse delivery is captured at the same point in time with respect to the start of the
captured waveform. The wave captured consisted of 10000 data points at a timescale
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of 1 nanosecond per data point. The duration of the LINAC beam pulse is 3.5 µs, the
pulse is easily encapsulated in the 10 µs waveform captured.
The photomultiplier tube employed for the presented method required a high temporal resolution to optimise the quality of the waveform recorded. The pulse rise time
for the RCA 4526 photomultiplier tube was 2 ns, greater than the associated temporal
resolution due to transmission time variations through the optical fiber.
The temporal resolution of the optical fiber was not known prior to initial measurements. The waveforms captured are able to be redistributed to larger sampling
window widths to meet the temporal resolution of the system. The number of points
captured was chosen to be 10000 per waveform to encapsulate the build up and decay
of the total optical signal. Other available waveform lengths were 1000 and 100000
samples and the temporal resolution achievable was 0.1 nanosecond per sample voltage
measurement. The 0.1 nanosecond timescale was not chosen as the temporal resolution
of the system was greater than 2ns for the PMT applied.
The signal to noise ratio of the measured waves was improved by recording the
average of 32 waveforms. The unaveraged waveform for out of field measurements of
the dose profile were expected to have to poor of an SNR to successfully apply the self
referencing temporal method presented.

4.2.1

Percent Depth Dose (PDD) Measurement

The collimators were adjusted to produce a 10 cm by 10 cm field at a distance of
100 cm from the gantry head. A 10 cm thickness of solid water material was placed
on the couch to optimise the dose deposited into the scintillator volume via photon
backscatter. The scintillator probe housing was placed on top of the 10 cm solid water
volume. The scintillator tip was aligned with the centre of the radiation field. The
centre of field was distinguished by a set of crosshairs in a light projection of the output
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field from the gantry head. The fiber axis in the field was aligned with a crosshair axis
to minimise the length of fiber in the field. The solid water thickness corresponding to
the depth required was placed on top of the scintillator housing without moving the
scintillator probe out of alignment from centre of field. The height of the couch was
adjusted so that the surface of the top sheet of solid water was at a 100 cm source to
surface distance.
The dose rate was set to 600 MU/min for the 6 MV photon beam in the LINAC
control room. The LINAC beam was delivered to the scintillator volume. The optical
signal was measured by the PMT and the output voltage waveform was recorded by
the DAQ.

4.2.2

Dose Profile

A 10 cm by 10 cm field was set by adjusting the LINAC collimators. A 10 cm thickness
of solid water was placed on the couch to optimise the dose from backscattering photons
depositing energy into the scintillator volume. The scintillator housing was placed on
top of the 10 cm solid water volume. The probe axis was aligned along a crosshair and
the scintillator tip was set in the middle of the field. 1.5 cm of solid water was placed
on top of the scintillator housing to maximise the dose deposited into the scintillator.
The source to surface distance was set to 100 cm throughout all measurements. The
field position was controlled from the LINAC control room via movement of the couch.
The dose rate was 600 MU/min for the 6 MV photon beam. The LINAC beam was
delivered, optical signal was measured by the PMT and recorded by the DAQ.

4.3

Setup With Water Tank

A 42 cm by 42 cm by 36 cm water tank was positioned on the LINAC couch and
filled with water. A two dimensional translation stage was positioned at the edge
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of the water tank. Attached to the arm of the translation stage was a solid water
aperture made to secure the fiber and keep the metallic translation stage arm out of
the radiation field. With the fiber secured in the solid water aperture, the translation
stage was positioned so that the fiber tip was at surface level and in the centre of the
radiation field.

Figure 4.3: Setup in water tank.
The field size was 10 cm by 10 cm for the 6 MV photon beam, with a 600 MU/min
dose rate. The source to surface distance was set to 100 cm. Depth was controlled
by the 2D translation stage which had a range of 15 cm. The height of the water was
set so that the tip of the scintillator was at the surface level in the water tank, with
the 2D translation stage being at the top of its range. The fiber optic probes were
orientated with their axis parallel to the incident radiation field. Cerenkov radiation
was not minimised as would have been the case if the probe axis was perpendicular to
the incident radiation field.
The fiber optic was connected to an RCA 4526 photomultiplier tube in the LINAC
control room. The photomultiplier output was connected to the Tektronix MSO4104
digital oscilloscope that recorded the voltage signal as a function of time. The wave
captured had a length of 10000 samples at a 1 ns sample length, being averaged over
128 pulses to minimise the noise density in the waves captured.
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Construction Of Self Referencing Temporal Separation Algorithm

4.4.1

Algorithm Concept

To eliminate the reference probe required by the background subtraction method, the
scintillation probe signal must be analysed to identify what fraction of the optical
signal is scintillation and what fraction is Cerenkov radiation. The Cerenkov radiation
signal intensity has been demonstrated to be proportional to the dose rate of LINAC
beams in megavoltage therapy [20, 41]. With knowledge of the LINAC beam dose rate
as a function of time, a high temporal resolution waveform can be analysed to estimate
the Cerenkov radiation contribution to the optical signal produced by the scintillator
probe. Furthermore, the scintillators response to a known dose rate can be modelled.
With the shape of the LINAC pulse dose rate known as a function of time over the
duration of a LINAC beam pulse, the scintillator and Cerenkov radiation responses
can be estimated and fit to the total optical signal produced by the BC444 probe.
No information was known about the LINAC beam dose rate as a function of
time prior to initial measurements with the BC444 scintillator probe. It was initially
assumed that the dose rate followed a square pulse distribution, with steep rising and
falling edges at the beginning and end of the beam pulse, respectively. In this case, the
Cerenkov radiation signal intensity was assumed to be constant after a short build up
time until treatment pulse delivery terminates. Upon beam termination, the Cerenkov
signal intensity decays over a short time equivalent to the build up time. Waveforms
captured were analysed to identify the time with respect to the start of the waveform
for:
1. The start of the treatment beam delivery (referred to as T 1).
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2. The end of the treatment beam delivery (referred to as T 2).
3. The time at which the Cerenkov radiation response plateaus due to the dose rate
becoming constant (referred to as T C). The dose rate of the LINAC increases for
a period until it reaches its constant value, this period corresponds (T C − T 1).
Where a given averaged waveform captured by the oscilloscope had the form:

Figure 4.4: Typical optical signal measured in response to a LINAC pulse for 32
waveforms averaged.
The Cerenkov radiation signal level was estimated by the difference in signal levels
at times T 1 and T C. The measured waveform was integrated between T C and T 2 to
calculate the total signals integrated response. The Cerenkov radiation dose between
T C and T 2 was given by the product of Cerenkov radiation signal level and the
duration (T 2 − T C). The difference was taken between the total signal dose and the
Cerenkov radiation dose to obtain the integral scintillator dose.
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Edge Detection Through Filtration For T1, T2 And TC
Determination

The captured waveform was smoothed to reduce the noise in the wave. The smoothed
waveform was passed to a predefined MATLAB edge detection filter function called
edge [84]. The edge function used the default edge detection method (Sobel method)
and a thresholding coefficient to eliminate edges detected with low magnitudes (assumed to be false edges). The thresholding coefficient, t, was calculated from the
standard deviation of noise in the smoothed wave. The background voltage level was
assumed to be constant before T 1. The standard deviation of the noise, σSD was
assumed to be approximately equal to the standard deviation calculation for the first
n points in the measured waveform, provided n < T 1. The thresholding coefficient, t,
was calculated [85]:

t=

q
2
2σSD
loge (n)/n

(4.1)

The edge detection filters were successful in determining T 1 and T 2 for each of
the waves captured. T C was undetectable using the built in edge detection filter as
the high noise densities between T 1 and T 2 prevented the small ridge at T C from
being detected with a high threshold coefficient. A low valued thresholding coefficient
detected many instances of edges invoked from noise and prevented localisation of T C.
A ridge filter was tested to detect T C as a ridge in the build up region between T 1 and
T 2. The ridge detection method was unable to locate T C, facing the same problem
as the edge detection filters.
Further smoothing to reduce the noise resulted in an excessively smooth wave with
no observable ridge in the build up region. Excessive smoothing decreased the number
of edges triggered for the identification of T 1 and T 2 to two edges. No edges were
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detected as a result of noise, however edge localisation was poor when the edges at
T 1 and T 2 were plotted with reference to the original waveform. The filtration edge
detection method was abandoned due to its inability to locate the T C ridge.

4.4.3

Phase Congruency Edge Identification For T1, T2 And
TC Determination

Edges are detectable in the Fourier domain; an edge occurs in the spatial domain when
the maximum number of phase angles across all frequency components in the Fourier
domain are aligned. The high noise density in the waveform captured occurs at high
frequencies in the Fourier domain. The resultant Fourier transformation of the one
dimensional time series was littered with high frequency components. Edge detection
via phase congruency was tested for the waveforms captured.
The method was applied to identify T 1, T 2 and T C. Smoothing was applied to
decrease the noise density in the recorded waveforms. The phase congruency method
identified the ridge at T C however the localisation was poor in all cases of smoothing.
As with filtration edge detection, minimal smoothing resulted in many edges being
located where noise was present. Excessive smoothing resulted in poor edge localisation of T 1 and T 2. Though the phase congruency method saw improvements in the
identification of T C, the results were not robust enough and the phase congruency
method was abandoned.

4.4.4

Phase Stretch Transformation For T1, T2 And TC Determination

The phase stretch transformation method follows the process outlined by Asghari and
Jalali [86]. This method smooths the waveform then applies a Fourier transform.
A nonlinear frequency dependent phase is applied to the Fourier transform of the
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wave, with higher frequency components (including noise) receiving greater magnitude
of phase. The Fourier waveform was transformed back to the spatial domain as a
phase enhanced wave. The phase enhanced wave was sampled for edge detection.
Thresholding was applied to remove small magnitude edges that were remnants of the
noise.
The edges at T 1, T 2 and T C are composed of many high frequency components
in phase due to the steep gradient changes where they occur. The high noise density produced many instances of edges where none should be present, however their
components are expected to be out of phase. The resulting phase enhanced waveform
decreased the magnitude of the edges detected as a result of noise. T 1 and T 2 were
found with good reproducibility and localisation when the threshold coefficient was
chosen to be large. T C was unable to be identified as its edge magnitude fell below the
threshold employed to remove the many small magnitude edges detected as a result of
high presence of noise in waveforms. With smaller values of thresholding coefficient,
too many edges were found and localising T 1, T 2 and T C was unachievable. The phase
stretch transform method was abandoned as it was unable to identify T C reliably.

4.4.5

Curve Fitting For A Pulse With Constant Dose Rate

The response of the scintillator to a LINAC beam pulse of constant dose rate was
derived. The expected response was parameterised, permitting curve fitting of the
expected scintillator and Cerenkov radiation response to the measured waveforms.
The curve fitting was applied to determine the times T1, T2 and TC.

4.4.5.1

Derivation Of Expected Scintillation Response

The scintillator is assumed to be a binary energy state system consisting of a ground
state and excited state. The fluor molecules responsible for scintillation populate
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these two energy states. Let N1 be the population of the ground state and N2 be the
population of the excited state. Scintillation photons are emitted when a fluor in the
excited state relaxes to the ground state, the photon being emitted to conserve energy.
Let N be the total number of fluors in the system.

Figure 4.5: Diagram visualising the binary energy state model for forming the rates
equations used to derive expressions of the scintillation response. λd is the rate of
scintillation decay and λr is the rate of scintillation excitation.
Assume at time t = 0 no fluors populate the excited state. This corresponds to a
time where no radiation has been delivered. The two state system has conditions:

N1 = N ;

N2 = 0;

dN2
dN1
=−
= 0;
dt
dt

(4.2)

At some time T 1 the source begins to deliver radiation, at time T 2 the source stops
delivering radiation. The system is modelled by the rate equations:
dN1
= −N1 · λr + N2 · λd
dt

(4.3)

dN2
= N1 · λr − N2 · λd
dt

(4.4)

λr is the rate of population change from N1 to N2 and λd is the rate of population
change from N2 to N1 . Applying Laplacian transforms to (4.3) and (4.4):
1
L[ dN
] = −λr · L[N1 ] + λd · L[N2 ]
dt
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2
L[ dN
] = λr · L[N1 ] − λd · L[N2 ]
dt

2
The transform interchanges L[N1 ] for n1 (s), L[N2 ] for n2 (s), L[ dN
] for sn2 (s) −
dt
1
N2 (0) and L[ dN
] for sn1 (s) − N1 (0). The system of equations is used to model the
dt

scintillator populations from T 1 to T 2. The time value of zero corresponds to the
initial populations prior to beam delivery. The substitutions N1 (T 1) = N1 (0) = N
and N2 (T 2) = N2 (0) = 0 are made:

sn1 (s) − N = −λr n1 (s) + λd n2 (s)

(4.5)

sn2 (s) − 0 = λr n1 (s) − λd n2 (s)

(4.6)

Rearranging equation (4.5):
sn1 (s) + λr n1 (s) = N + λd n2 (s)
n1 (s) =

N +λd n2 (s)
s+λr

Substituting the relation for n1 (s) into (4.5):
d n2 (s)
] − λd n2 (s)
sn2 (s) = λr [ N +λ
s+λr

sn2 (s) · (s + λr ) = λr N + λr λd n2 (s) − λd · (s + λr ) · n2 (s)
λr N = n2 (s) · [s(s + λr ) − λr λd + λd (s + λr )]
n2 (s) =

λr N
(s+λr )(s+λd )−λr λd

n2 (s) =

n2 (s) =
(4.7) is in the form of f (s) =
a
(1
b

a
s(s+b)

λr N
s2 +(λr +λd )s

λr N
s(s + λr + λd )

(4.7)

having inverse Laplacian transform of F (t) =

− exp(−bt)). Here a = N λr and b = λr + λd . Therefore by applying an inverse
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be denoted as Rs

(scintillation response amplitude):

N2 (t) = Rs · [1 − exp(−(λr + λd )t)]

(4.8)

This equation models the response of the scintillator to a constant source of radiation as it occurs between T 1 and T 2. Following T 2 no radiation is delivered, hence
the excited state population follows the well known exponential decay:
dN2
dt

= −N2 · λd

N2 (t) = Rs · exp(−λd t)

(4.9)

The rate change λd has value of τd−1 , the inverse scintillation decay time. The
corresponding value for λr + λd is the inverse of the summation of the scintillator rise
time and scintillator decay time (τr + τd )−1 . The scintillation model is constructed as
a piecewise function from N2 (t) = 0 for t ≤ T 1, (4.8) from T 1 < t ≤ T 2 and (4.9) for
t > T 2.

4.4.5.2

Expected Cerenkov Response To Constant Dose Rate Pulse

The Cerenkov radiation induced signal was modelled as a square pulse as the dose
rate was assumed constant. The expected Cerenkov response is estimated following
determination of T 1 and T 2. The time taken for the Cerenkov radiation signal to reach
a constant value relative to T 1 was assumed to be equivalent to the time taken for
Cerenkov radiation to terminate following T 2. The Cerenkov radiation contribution
to the optical signal is determined via a residual error minimisation method during
the algorithm. The error minimisation loop calculates the differences in signal levels
relative to T 1 and T 2 to estimate T C. Due to the fast fluorescence decay time of
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Cerenkov radiation compared to BC444, the signal at T C is expected to occur as an
edge during the scintillation build up between T 1 and T 2.
Let R(t) be the total optical at some time t. Let ∆R1 (t) be the difference in signal
levels between T 1 and T 1+t such that ∆R1 (t) = R(T 1)−R(T 1+t). Let ∆R2 (t) be the
difference in signal levels between T 2 and T 2+t such that ∆R2 (t) = R(T 2)−R(T 2+t).
The difference ∆R1 (t)−∆R2 (t) is calculated for all times, t, in the range T 1 < t < T 2.
The zero crossing of the difference ∆R1 (t)−∆R2 (t) occurs when the Cerenkov radiation
response approaches its peak value. The time t that satisfies the zero crossing condition
corresponds to T C.
This method of T C identification overestimates the contribution of Cerenkov radiation to the optical signal. The intensity of Cerenkov radiation in the optical signal is
calculated to be the difference in signals at T 1 and T C. A constant rate of Cerenkov
radiation dose response was assumed to occur for times between T C and T 2.

4.4.6

High Temporal Resolution Measurements Of The Cerenkov
Radiation Produced In A Reference Probe

The Cerenkov radiation induced optical signal was measured by a reference probe
matching the BC444 probe dimensions. The same setup and equipment were used
to capture the Cerenkov waveform as were used for the BC444 probe. The Cerenkov
radiation induced signal was observed to be non constant between T C and T 2. The
analysis methods employing the constant dose rate assumption were halted as they
don’t model the response of the scintillator or Cerenkov radiation correctly.
The dose rate is therefore required to be measured in high temporal resolution, in
conjunction with the scintillator probe waveform. The current of the electron beam
exiting the accelerating waveguide in the LINAC is expected to be proportional to the
dose rate in the irradiated scintillator and fiber volumes. Additionally, the beam cur-
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rent of the LINAC can be measured from the LINAC controls outside of the treatment
room, eliminating the need of a second fiber.
Where the beam current profile is measured by the data acquisition system, the
Cerenkov contribution to the optical signal is assumed to be proportional to the beam
current of the LINAC. For the same assumption that the time dependent dose rate is
proportional to the beam current profile, the expected scintillation signal is able to be
determined from the beam current profile recorded.

4.4.7

Curve Fitting With Profile Of Beam Current To Estimate Dose Rate

The temporal profile of the Cerenkov dose response was recorded using a reference
probe and is presented in Chapter 5.1. The resultant waveforms demonstrated that the
Cerenkov radiation dose response was non constant between T C and T 2. Furthermore
the step up between T 1 and T C was not equal to the step down between T 2 and
T C + T 2 − T 1. The assumption that the dose rate is constant between T C and T 2
does not hold. The expected scintillator response for the constant dose rate case is
not accurate.

4.4.7.1

Derivation Of Expected Scintillator And Cerenkov Fluorescence
Response To Beam Current Profile

The beam current of the LINAC is captured in conjunction with the waveform output
by the photodetector. The response of the Cerenkov radiation induced signal is expected to be proportional to the beam current. For BC444 with fluorescence rise time
τr = 19.5 ns and decay time τd = 285 ns, the fluorescence response as a function of
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time, I(t), to a delta pulse stimulus, δ(t), is given by:


t
I(t) = exp −
τr





t
− exp −
τd


(4.10)

The convolution of the beam current profile and the scintillator fluorescence response to a delta pulse stimulus, I(t), is proportional to the expected scintillation
signal as a function of time. It can be shown that the convolution of a constant dose
rate pulse with the BC444 fluorescence response yields the expected response of the
scintillator derived in the previous section.
These expected responses were modelled in MATLAB in an analysis algorithm.
The measured beam current profile was convolved with the scintillator fluorescence
response I(T ). The model for the total response was:

Rtot (t) = R0 + Rs · Scintillation(t) + Rc · Cerenkov(t)

(4.11)

Rtot (t) is the total expected signal as a function of time, Scintillation(t) is the
expected scintillator response and Cerenkov(t) is the expected Cerenkov response.
Rs and Rc are parameters determined the total contribution of the scintillation and
Cerenkov responses when fitting the models to the waveform. R0 is the background
voltage level of the measured waveforms.
The LINAC beam current profile is not synchronised with the measured optical
signal. A dummy variable was applied in an error minimisation loop to synchronise
the beam current profile with the measured waveform. The background voltage was
fit in an error minimisation loop to the measured data. The estimated Cerenkov
response and scintillation response were initially estimated to contribute equally to
the total signal. An error minimisation loop was applied to fit the contributions of the
scintillation and Cerenkov simultaneously.
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Monte Carlo Simulations

Water equivalence had been shown to occur for BC400 and other plastic scintillators,
however it has not been shown to occur for BC444. Monte Carlo simulations of the
scintillator volume were modelled in GEANT4 to simulate the dose absorbed by the
BC444 scintillator tip and an equivalent water volume. Water equivalence of BC444
simplifies the calculation of equivalent dose absorbed by a matching volume of water.
Water equivalence is imperative for the method and its employment as a dosimeter.
The simulation is modelled in GEANT4 version 4.10.02.p02 with the default physics
models and physics lists. The world volume is modelled by a 30 cm by 30 cm by 30 cm
volume of water with the target volume placed 13.5 cm away from the centre of the
world at (0, 0, 13.5 cm). A monoenergetic photon pencil beam is fired from position
(0, 0, 15 cm) with momentum p̂ = (0, 0, −1).
The target had a radius of 0.5 mm and a length of 0.5 mm, matching the scintillator
tip dimensions. The target volume was orientated with its central axis aligned with
the initial photon momentum. The target material for water was G4 Water. The
scintillator material was modelled as a hydrocarbon polymer with 12 hydrogen atoms
for every 11 carbon atoms.
The range cut, a property that imposes a threshold on the energies achievable in a
simulation was set at 100 eV. If the range cut is not employed, particles will continue
to interact with matter in the simulation transferring a small fraction of their energy
to the material each interaction. In the case the particle is allowed to simulate to an
energy of zero, due to the fractional energy transfer nature of the interaction processes,
the particle could simulate without end trying to reach the targeted energy of zero.
By imposing a range cut, the scenario where a single particle simulates without end is
prevented.
Scintillation and other relevant optical physics processes were not chosen to be in-
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cluded in the simulation as interaction processes. For a scintillation process to generate
scintillation photons the range cut must be set lower than the production threshold
of the scintillation photons. For BC444, the most frequently emitted wavelength of
a scintillation photon is 428 nm, having an equivalent energy of approximately 3 eV
requires that the range cut is set below 3 eV to allow for production of the scintillation
photon in the simulation. The cost of setting the range cut at 3 eV as opposed to 100
eV is a decrease in efficiency, and hence an increase in time to achieve similar statistics
and errors in measurements.
In simulating the scintillation process, one must specify the scintillation yield per
unit of energy deposited into a scintillating volume, where one would determine the
energy dependence of the scintillating volume by counting the photons released. In
this case, one would perform a calculation substituting the number of photons counted
to get a value for the energy deposited in the scintillator volume. Such a calculation
is superfluous when the energy in the targeted volume (scintillator) can be scored
directly. The scintillation process was not simulated, and as such the energy deposited
in the target volume was scored directly in the simulation to allow for calculation of
the dose deposited in the target volume.
The energy of the photon beam was varied from 200 keV to 20 MeV. The energy
deposited in the target volume was scored across 108 runs for each of the target materials at each beam energy. The energy deposited into the target was divided by
the mass of the target to obtain the dose as a function of energy. The ratio of dose
absorbed by the BC444 scintillator to dose absorbed by the equivalent water volume
was calculated for comparison to the dose ratio predicted by Burlin cavity theory.
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Scoring Energy and its Statistical Error

The statistical error of the dose ratio at each energy, or equivalently the standard
deviation of the dose ratio per energy was to be calculated from the standard deviations
of the energy deposited into the scintillator and water volumes at that corresponding
energy. The relative standard deviation, σE /µ, of the total energy deposited, E, with
mean energy deposited per interaction, µ, is determined by:
σE p 2
= hE i − hEi2
µ

(4.12)

Where hE 2 i is the expectation value for the squared energy deposited. This expectation value is equivalent to the mean value of the sum of the square of each energy
deposition occurring in the volume. hEi is the expectation value of the energy deposited in the scintillator and is equivalent to the mean energy deposited, µ [87]. In
this case, the number of simulated events (primary particles and their track structure)
that induce an energy deposition in the target volume is scored in the simulation to
calculate these expectation values. µ is therefore not the mean energy deposited per
interaction, but the mean energy deposited per event where energy is deposited into
the target volume.
The average dose deposited in a target volume is given by D̄ = E/m = N µ/ρV .
Here, E is the energy deposited into the target volume, m is the mass of the target
volume, N is the number of events that deposit energy into the target volume, µ is the
average energy deposited into the target volume per event, ρ the density of the target
volume material and V the volume of the target. Therefore The dose ratio between
the scintillator and the water target volumes can be expressed as
NScint µScint ρW ater
D̄Scint
=
NW ater µW ater ρScint
D̄W ater

(4.13)
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The standard deviation of the quantities NScint , NW ater , µScint and µW ater will be
used to calculate the standard error of the dose ratio
error in the simulated quantity

D̄Scint
.
D̄W ater

D̄Scint
,
D̄W ater

which will serve as the

Note that standard deviation is a measure

of how far individual values in the distribution of a quantity vary from the mean of
that distribution, however, standard error is a measure of how far an estimated mean
value varies from the true mean. As there is one value for the dose ratio at a given
energy, not a distribution as in the case of the scored energy, the standard error is
more suitable to describe the significance of variance of the dose ratio value simulated.
The standard error is calculated by dividing the standard deviation of each quantity
by the square root of the relevant sample size of each quantity [87]. As there are 18
samples for dose ratio across the pencil beam energy range, that will be the number of
samples. Letting s D̄Scint be the absolute standard error, the absolute standard error
D̄W ater

in the mean simulated dose ratio is given by:

s D̄Scint
D̄W ater

D̄Scint
·
=
D̄W ater

s

1
NScint

·

σ

EScint

µScint

2

+

1
NW ater

·

σ

EW ater

µW ater

2

+

1
2
NScint

+

1
2
NW
ater

(4.14)

4.6

Summary

The procedure for scintillator probe construction and experimental setup is described.
The beam current profile fitting algorithm was the only method that didn’t use the
assumption that the Cerenkov radiation dose rate was constant. The other algorithm
methods failed due to their inability to fit a model to the data. The Monte Carlo simulations have their conditions described. The quantity being scored, energy deposited
is defined as well as its relevant statistical errors. The dose ratio calculation is defined
as is its associated error for comparison with the Burlin cavity theory result.

Chapter 5
Results
The results from experimental measurements and Monte Carlo simulations as outlined
in Chapter 4 are analysed and discussed. The dose reproducibility of the experimental methods is investigated through the analysis of all experimental data collected.
The depth dose curves and beam profiles obtained through measurements with the
scintillator probe are compared to those measured by an ionisation chamber to investigate the validity of the scintillator probe as a dosimeter. The results of the Monte
Carlo simulations are analysed to determine the significance of the resultant simulated
energy dependence.
Measurements employing the beam current profile fitting method substituted the
Cerenkov radiation profile measured by a reference probe in the water tank. The beam
current profile was not measured, however the substitution serves to demonstrate the
improvements made employing this curve fitting method over the constant dose rate
curve fitting method.
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Cerenkov Radiation Temporal Profile In Water
Tank

The scintillator probe was set at 1.5 cm depth in the water tank and positioned
at the centre of the field. The LINAC beam was delivered to the scintillator and
the response was measured with the PMT and digital oscilloscope. The scintillator
probe was replaced with a reference probe equivalent to the scintillator probe without
the scintillator coupled to the fibers end. Waveforms of the scintillator probe were
compared to the waveforms captured using a reference probe:

Figure 5.1: Scintillator Probe is the combined scintillation + Cerenkov response. Difference is the difference between the two probes is the temporal profile of the scintillator
signal during the LINAC beam pulse with the Cerenkov signal removed.
The Cerenkov signal builds up and decays at a significantly faster rate than the
scintillator. The expected shape of the Cerenkov signal pulse was a square wave as
the LINAC dose rate was assumed to be constant during pulse delivery. However it
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is observed that the beam output is not of constant intensity during the delivered
treatment pulse. Following the Cerenkov step up, there are fluctuations in intensity
with an increase in the optical signal intensity.
The number of waves to be averaged per waveform was 128 for the water tank
measurements. 11 waveforms were captured for the reference probe temporal profile,
the average of those 11 waveforms is plotted. Similarly, 10 waveforms were captured
for the scintillator probe signal, where the average of those 10 waveforms were plotted.
The dose rate of the LINAC pulse delivered must follow a well defined temporal profile
for the fluctuations to remain post averaging of the 1000+ total waves captured. This
will be confirmed in future work by obtaining a series of temporal profiles of the LINAC
beam current. The beam current will be captured and compared to the reference probe
profiles to verify that beam current is proportional to the measured Cerenkov response.
The Cerenkov separation algorithm was applied to the scintillation probe pulse to
compare its estimation of the Cerenkov step time to the observed Cerenkov step time
in the reference probe:
The time index T C corresponds to the end of the Cerenkov step up and matches
up to that position on the reference probe waveform. The time index T 1 was underestimated due to the large Cerenkov step not being estimated upon scintillation pulse
curve fitting to the total optical signal during T 1 determination. T 2 was positioned
well, not being overestimated or underestimated relative to the data. The last time
index, (T 2 − T 1 + T C), was estimated close to the end of the Cerenkov decay step as
expected. The Cerenkov contribution of the total pulse was calculated by the analysis
algorithm. It is assumed that the Cerenkov contribution is encapsulated by the square
pulse whose amplitude is the height of the Cerenkov step. The results of dose integrals
were as follows:
The estimated contribution of the Cerenkov level to the overall signal is overesti-
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Figure 5.2: Resultant time indices of the scintillator probe signal shown in black. The
time indices from left to right: T 1, T C, T 2 and (T 2 − T 1 + T C).
mated by the self referencing temporal separation algorithm derived from the constant
dose rate assumption. It however encapsulates the entire contribution of Cerenkov
signal with some additional scintillation signal, approximately 5% of the scintillation
signal.
The Cerenkov separation algorithm will see improvements in the accuracy of its
time index determination by measuring the beam current profile. Convolution of the
beam current profile with the scintillation decay tail results in an expected pulse shape
that resembles the scintillation pulse shape shown in figures 5.1 and 5.2, later shown
in figure 6.1.

5.2

Solid Water Depth Dose Curve

The LINAC delivered a 6 MV polyenergetic beam at a dose rate of 600 MU/min. The
scintillator tip of the probe was positioned in the centre of the 10 cm by 10 cm field.
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Total
Scintillator
Cerenkov
Integral Contribution Contribution
(V·ns)
(V·ns)
(V·ns)
Temporal Method
1218.4
312.2
906.2
Background Subtraction 1218.4
371.2
847.2
Table 5.1: The results achieved by Temporal Method were the constant dose rate derived algorithm. Total Integral was the integral of the total optical signal between T C
and T 2. Scintillator Contribution was the scintillator dose response as calculated by
each method. Cerenkov Contribution was the Cerenkov dose response as calculated by
each method. The Cerenkov Contribution of the temporal method was overestimated
by 4.8% of the total optical signal.
10 cm of solid water was positioned under the fiber optic housing for backscatter dose
optimisation. The gain of the PMT was adjusted to optimise the signal to noise ratio
of the pulse build up for curve fitting.
Solid water was used as the phantom material for the depth dose curve. Sheets of
solid water with thicknesses of 1, 2 and 5 mm were used between depths of 1 mm and
14 mm. For these thin sheets, air pockets may have been present between adjacent
sheets of solid water. In cases where this occurred, changes in the radiation fluence
were expected, particularly for secondary electrons traversing through the air gaps.
The boundary effects between the air pockets and thin sheets of solid water perturbs
secondary electrons, potentially leading to discrepancies in the doses measured between
1 mm and 14 mm.
For depths beyond 15 mm, solid water sheets of thickness 15, 20 and 40 mm were
used. These thicker sheets eliminated the dose perturbation effects produced by the
air pockets. The increased thicknesses and weight prevented warping of the sheets and
air pocket formation that occurred for the 1 mm and 2 mm sheets.
The dose measured in the scintillator tends to overestimate the dose measured
by the ionisation chamber at depths beyond dmax and or underestimate the dose in
the build up region. The errors in measurements of scintillation dose response were
significant for both methods.
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Figure 5.3: Scintillator A was the scintillator dose response calculated by the constant
dose rate derived algorithm. Scintillator B was the scintillator dose response calculated from the reference probe waveform. The ionisation chamber measurements were
acquired for depths between 15 mm and 200 mm.
The overestimation in relative dose by the scintillator for depths beyond the expected dmax is attributed to the underestimation of Cerenkov radiation contributions
to the optical signal by the algorithm. The measured Cerenkov response is proportional to the energy deposited into the fiber volume exposed at each field position.
Beam hardening leads to increasing underresponse in Cerenkov fiber optic dosimeters
beyond depths of 10 cm [20, 21]. The Cerenkov profile used by the algorithm was
captured at dmax =1.5 cm, where it may not reflect the Cerenkov radiation profile
that would occur at increasing depths.
Conversely, it can be said that the relative dose in the build up region is underestimated by the scintillator rather than the depths beyond dmax being overestimated as
the scintillator is a relative dosimeter. In this case it is known that dose perturbation
may have occurred due to air pockets forming between the thin layers of solid water
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when measuring the depths in the build up region.

5.3

Solid Water Dose Profile

The dose profile was measured along the 2 axis directions. The axis that controls the
length of the fiber in the field will be referred to as the longitudinal axis and its corresponding dose profile will be referred to as the longitudinal dose profile. Conversely
the axis where changing position does not affect the length of the fiber irradiated will
be the lateral axis. The Cerenkov radiation dose response for the longitudinal profile is
expected to increase as the secondary electron fluence increases with increasing length
of fiber in the primary radiation field.

5.3.1

Lateral Dose Profile

The majority of the data taken consisted of points in the penumbra region to measure
the penumbra width. The centre of field measurement was the maximum dose out of
the points collected. The relative dose of the scintillator in the penumbra region closely
matched the ionisation chamber dose response, exhibiting the high spatial resolution
of the scintillator probe.
The penumbra width as measured by the scintillator was determined to be (0.4
± 0.2) cm, in agreement with the penumbra width as measured by the ionisation
chamber (0.35 ± 0.04) cm. The out of field dose was overestimated by the scintillator
with respect to the ionisation chamber. Out of field dose primarily arises from scatter
in the target medium.
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Figure 5.4: Constant fiber length when performing dose profile. Scintillator A was
the scintillator dose response calculated by the constant dose rate derived algorithm.
Scintillator B was the scintillator dose response calculated from the reference probe
waveform.

5.3.2

Longitudinal Dose Profile

The penumbra measurements were the focus of the longitudinal dose profile. The
right penumbra on the graph exhibits an increase of scintillator dose response for out
of field measurements. This trend matches the penumbras that appear in the lateral
dose profile.
The field position when measuring the longitudinal dose profile were offset from
the centre of field by approximately half a centimetre. This set up error occurred as
a misalignment of the PMMA probe housing when placing the solid water sheet on
top of the housing after aligning the probe. The field position was controlled from the
LINAC control console by moving the couch as required. Due to the misalignment, no
penumbra widths were calculated.
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Figure 5.5: Changing Fiber length when measuring the dose profile. Scintillator A was
the scintillator dose response calculated by the constant dose rate derived algorithm.
Scintillator B was the scintillator dose response calculated from the reference probe
waveform.

5.4

Water Tank Depth Dose Curve

The waveforms captured for the water tank PDD were analysed with the two curve
fitting algorithms. For the constant dose rate assumption, the depth dose curve measured in the water tank exhibited its build up to a depth of 65 mm. For the beam
current profile fitting algorithm the maximum dose occurred at the depth of 15 mm.
Both of the resultant depth dose curves exhibited increasing overestimation of dose
as the depth increased. The increasing overestimation of dose was attributed to gain
drift as the temperature of the photomultiplier tubes increased. For the beam current
profile fitting method, the aforementioned beam hardening effects were expected to
additionally overestimate the scintillator dose as depth increases.
With the translation stage employed, movement of the scintillator probe occurred
while the LINAC beam was being continuously delivered. The scintillator received
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Figure 5.6: Original depth dose curve exhibits increasing overestimation of dose with
respect to depth. Determined to result from PMT gain drift. Scintillator A is the dose
response calculated by the constant dose rate derived algorithm. Scintillator B is the
dose response calculated by the algorithm with the beam current profile.
continuous pulsed irradiation between measurements being recorded by the MSO4104
oscilloscope. With the constant photoconversion by the photomultiplier tubes for an
extended period of time, the photomultiplier tube temperature increased as radiation
was continuously delivered. The gain of the photomultiplier tube is known to increase
as the temperature of the photomultiplier tube increases. The resultant effect of gain
drift in the depth dose was an increasing overestimation of dose with respect to time
at which a measurement was taken.
The dose at 15 mm depth was measured multiple times during the depth dose
calculation. It was first measured as the second point of the depth dose (following the
surface dose measurement). The depth was increased in 5 mm steps until the depth
of 150 mm was reached. Following these measurements, the dose was remeasured at
15 mm depth again.
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For the constant dose rate derived algorithm, comparison of the 15 mm doses at
the two instances of the depth dose showed an increase in relative dose from 1 to 1.1
relative to the first dose measurement at 15mm depth. For the beam current profile
fitted algorithm, the dose response was observed to decrease from a relative dose of 1
to 0.96 relative to the first dose measurement at 15 mm depth.
The time at which measurements were taken and the corresponding depths were
recorded. A correction was applied to the scintillator dose response to adjust the dose
for gain drift as a function of time between the 0 mm and 150 mm depth. Due to
the 150 mm limit in range of the translation stage, beam delivery was stopped so
that the height of the translation stage with respect to the couch could be adjusted to
reach greater depths. The maximum depth reachable without adjusting the height of
water in the tank was 190 mm. The depth of 190 mm was the limit as the arm of the
translation stage hit the top edge of the water tank.
The gain drift was assumed linear with respect to time for simplicity as the temperature of the photomultipliers at each position was not known. The time relative to
the first measurement was calculated at each position, with the gain drift rate as the
change in scintillator response between 15 mm depth measurements divided by the
time between the 15 mm depth measurements. The corrected response, Rcorrected (trel ),
as a function of time relative to the first 15 mm depth measurement was determined:

Rcorrected (trel ) =

Roriginal
1 + Gainrate × trel

(5.1)

Roriginal was the measured scintillator response, Gainrate was the rate of gain drift
and trel was the time at which the original measurement was taken relative to the first
15 mm depth measurement. The PDDs were recalculated for the depth dose curves
determined by the two different algorithms. The constant dose rate derived correction
returned the maximum dose at a depth of 15 mm. The relative doses were renormalised
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to this value. The beam current profile gain corrected response was exacerbated by
the correction.

Figure 5.7: Gain drift corrected depth dose curve exhibits increasing overestimation
of dose with respect to depth for the beam current profile PDD. Scintillator A is the
gain corrected dose response calculated by the constant dose rate derived algorithm.
Scintillator B is the gain corrected dose response calculated by the algorithm with the
beam current profile.
The gain drift correction was only applied as a continuous function of time to the
150 mm depth. Once the 150 mm depth was reached, the beam was stopped and
the translation stage had to be adjusted. Additionally the position of the fiber in
the field was realigned following the height adjustment of the translation stage. The
time taken for setup was 15 minutes and allowed for PMT cooling. With no further
measurements taken for calibration of the gain drift, the gain was assumed to remain
constant following the 150 mm depth measurement. All depths beyond 150 mm were
scaled by the 150 mm gain drift factor.
For Scintillator B, the gain drift correction did not lessen the deviation from the
ion chamber measurements as was the case for the Scintillator A method. As the
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gain drift was measured to be negative for the Scintillator B method, it exacerbated
the overestimation at increasing depths due to beam hardening effects and likely did
not reflect the actual gain drift that occurred. For these reasons, the Scintillator B
method (beam current profile fitting algorithm) was unable to produce a matching
depth dose curve in the water tank compared to the gain corrected Scintillator A
method. Additionally, the incorrect attempt at gain correction for the Scintillator B
method meant that the water tank depth dose curve did not match the depth dose
curve attained by the Scintillator B method in the solid water setup.

5.5

Self Referencing Temporal Method With SiPM

A silicon photomultiplier (SensL miniSM 10035) was tested as an alternative photodetector. The recovery time of a single microcell in the SiPM was 130 ns, with 504
microcells in the SiPM [88]. The signal to noise ratio of the SiPM captured wave
improved upon that of the photomultiplier tube, however the curve fitting algorithm
could not fit the measured data to the model used to extrapolate T 1 and T 2. The
voltage signal output was recorded by the MSO 4104 oscilloscope.
All calibrated indices occur before they are expected for the SiPM waveform. The
long transit time of photoelectrons through the photomultiplier tube structure does
not match the fast avalanche current generation in the SiPM. As a result, the electronic
signal is measured by the digital oscilloscope earlier with the SiPM compared to the
PMT. This temporal shift with SiPM measured data occurs as the TTL sync pulse of
the LINAC triggers the beginning of the DAQ waveform.
The inability of the SiPM captured waveforms to be fit by the algorithm is attributed to detector saturation with 504 microcells in the array. For the case that
Cerenkov signal intensity is much greater than the scintillator signal intensity, both
the build up and decay regions are expected to be steep. Conversely for more intense
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Figure 5.8: The SiPM waveform was attained by averaging 16 signal pulses. The
left images displays the whole waveform where the right image focuses on the pulse
build up and initial decay. The calibrated indices shown in the diagram were the time
indices calibrated by the PMT waveforms captured. From left to right the indices are
T 1, T C, T 2 and (T 2 − T 1 + T C).
scintillation, the build up and decay are expected to be gradual. The steep build up
and longer exponential decay suggest that the SiPM detection volume saturates in the
plateau between these regions. The plateau is the maximum optical signal intensity
measurable. The gradual build up of the scintillation signal is not observed in the total
signal pulse as was the case for the PMT measured waves. The Cerenkov step down
is not observable as the scintillation signal is intense enough to saturate the detector
during the time until the Cerenkov decay terminates. The SiPM tested is not suitable
as a photodetector due to its saturation and long quenching time when measuring the
optical signal.

5.6

Dose Reproducibility

Multiple measurements of dose were taken at each position during the experimental
tests. Each position for each dose distribution was measured four times so reproducibility of dose could be determined. The relative standard deviation of each set of
measurements for a given position were determined.
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Figure 5.9: Scintillator A is the dose response calculated by the constant pulse rated
derived algorithm. Scintillator B is the dose response calculated by fitting the beam
current profile to the measured waveform. The relative standard deviation corresponds
to the relative standard deviation of the relative dose measured. It is scaled by the
relative dose at each position measured and not normalised to a given maximum dose
of each dose response curve.
The average standard deviation of a given measurement was determined to be
3.0% of the relative dose measured for the Scintillator A calculated dose and 2.4% of
the relative response measured for the Scintillator B calculated dose response. The
beam current profile fitting method exhibited improved reproducibility, however the
relative standard deviation was above 10% of the relative dose response for 10% of
the measurements taken. The relative standard deviation of dose response tended
to exceed 10% when scintillation signals were small compared to the total optical
signal, typically occurring during out of field measurements for the beam profile. The
expected signal fitted by the beam current profile fitting algorithm did not match the
measured optical signal in these cases.
With further refinement of the curve fitting algorithm, the dose reproducibility is
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Figure 5.10: Beam Profile is the relative standard deviation of doses calculated by the
beam current profile fitting method for measurements of beam profiles. Depth Dose
is the corresponding distribution when performing depth dose measurements.
expected to improve to be less than 2%. The dose reproducibility does not reflect
dose discrepancies when comparing relative dose responses calculated by the curve
fitting algorithm to ionisation chamber dose responses. The reproducibility reflects
the standard deviation measured across four measurements at the same field position
in each measured curve, with over 1000 waveforms captured and analysed.

5.7

Monte Carlo Simulations

The energy deposited inside the target volume was scored for the scintillator and water
materials. The energy scored was converted to dose deposited by dividing the energy
scored by the mass of each material volume. The simulated dose ratio was plotted per
photon energy:
The average expected dose ratio for dose in the scintillator to dose in an equivalent
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Figure 5.11: Dose response of the scintillator BC444 relative to the dose response of
an equivalent volume water. The near constant value achieved is demonstrated in the
left image, while the right image shows the average ratios by simulation and Burlin
cavity theory in close agreement.
water volume as calculated by Burlin cavity theory was 0.982. The value of standard
deviation of Burlin cavity theory across the 200 keV to 20 MeV energy range was
0.003. The average dose ratio achieved from the simulations was 0.979 ± 0.010. The
average values achieved were in close agreement, supporting the notion that PVT
based scintillators are water equivalent across the radiotherapeutic energy range for
photon beams.
The near constant value for the dose ratio infers that beam hardening for the
polyenergetic LINAC source will not effect the dose response of the scintillator probe
employed. No correction factors are expected to be required for the scintillator probe,
as plastic scintillators are known to exhibit a response that is independent of irradiation angle, stable with temperature, energy independent with respect to water for
megavoltage photon beams and dose rate independent. The water equivalent dosimeter probe is very small being 1 mm in diameter and 0.5 mm in length, having a high
spatial resolution. The scintillator probe developed has potential as a real time in-vivo
dosimeter for target volume and organ at risk dose monitoring.
The statistics responsible for describing the statistical errors as described in Chap-
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ter 4 Section 5 are presented below:
Energy

EScint

(MeV)

(MeV)

0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.8
1
1.25
1.5
2
3
4
5
6
8
10
15
20

481.1
806.7
1063.4
1207.4
1220.3
1182.5
1126.8
1051.9
1003.5
948.4
918.2
928.5
960.8
993.4
1079.7
1187.1
1473.8
1762.4

σEScint
µScint

0.660
0.664
0.668
0.685
0.693
0.690
0.680
0.673
0.670
0.658
0.640
0.626
0.622
0.615
0.610
0.600
0.584
0.574

NScint

EW ater

×104

(MeV)

11.33
10.62
10.16
10.07
9.93
9.78
9.70
9.47
9.27
8.92
8.44
8.24
8.12
8.09
8.21
8.55
9.55
10.63

482.7
797.4
1057.7
1180.9
1207.8
1162.3
1101.7
1026.8
983.8
932.2
901.1
915.7
950.7
991.5
1091.5
1188.8
1472.5
1753.2

σEW ater
µW ater

NW ater

D̄Scint
D̄W ater

s D̄Scint

0.966
0.980
0.974
0.991
0.979
0.986
0.991
0.993
0.988
0.986
0.987
0.983
0.979
0.971
0.959
0.968
0.970
0.974

0.211
0.216
0.217
0.225
0.225
0.226
0.223
0.221
0.219
0.215
0.210
0.205
0.203
0.198
0.194
0.193
0.189
0.186

D̄W ater

×104

0.652
0.656
0.670
0.677
0.687
0.684
0.673
0.664
0.658
0.649
0.635
0.626
0.623
0.611
0.603
0.598
0.585
0.569

11.30
10.49
10.13
9.99
9.95
9.81
9.66
9.38
9.24
8.90
8.43
8.23
8.15
8.17
8.40
8.62
9.63
1.069

Table 5.2: Simulated quantities for the energy deposition in the target volumes and
their relevant statistical quantities.
In Table 5.2, the Energy column refers to the monoenergetic pencil beam energy,
EScint is the total energy deposited in the scintillator volume for some monoenergetic
pencil beam energy and

σEScint
µScint

is the standard deviation of the mean energy deposited

per event in the target scintillator volume. Similary, EW ater is the total energy deposited in the target water volume for some monoenergetic pencil beam energy and
σEW ater
µW ater

is the standard deviation of the mean energy deposited per event in the target

water volume. The high standard deviation for the scored energies deposited indicates
that the distribution of energies deposited per event is varied greatly.
The quantities NScint and NW ater are the number of events that result in energy
depositions within the target volumes of scintillator and water material, respectively.
Note that the number of primary particles (events) generated per simulation was 108 ,
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although the number of events resulting in energy depositions per simulation was of the
order of 105 . Consequently, the simulation ran with a poor efficiency of approximately
1 in 1000 events contributing to the desired quantities to be scored, EScint and EW ater .
Clearly, this poor efficiency is responsible for the poor statistical error associated with
the mean energy deposited and hence the large fluctuations in the simulated dose ratio
as plotted in Figure 5.11.
Adding and subtracting 1.96 times each standard error to its corresponding dose
ratio achieves the upper and lower bounds of the 95% confidence interval that a sample
mean matches the true mean [87], as is plotted below:

Figure 5.12: Energy dependence of BC444 by Burlin cavity theory and Monte Carlo
simulations, with the 95% confidence interval plotted as error bars for the simulated
dose ratio.
As can be seen below, the 95% confidence interval for the simulated dose ratio is
within agreement with the dose ratio as calculated by Burlin cavity theory. However,
the confidence interval is significantly large and renders the results of the simulation
statistically insignicant as the statistical error is too large. The simulations would be
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required to be rerun many times over to achieve a statisticaly significant value for the
dose ratio. Due to the poor inefficiency of the simulation as discussed earlier, it will
be discontinued as it would likely take several months worth of simulation.

5.8

Summary

The dose reproducibility of the scintillator probe and algorithm was 2.4% of the relative dose measured. Though the dose reproducibility is currently too poor to be
clinically acceptable, further algorithm refinement would decrease the variation associated with dose reproducibility. The depth dose curves achieved with the scintillator
probe did not match the depth dose curve as measured by the ionisation chamber. The
scintillator tended to overestimate the dose as depth increased in the phantom and
water tank, attributed to beam hardening leading to underestimation of the Cerenkov
radiation component when analysed by the algorithm. The beam profiles captured by
the scintillator probe and the ionisation chamber were in agreement, the penumbra
width as measured by the scintillator was (0.4 ± 0.2) cm while the penumbra width
was (0.35 ± 0.04) cm when measured by the ionisation chamber.
The energy dependence of the BC444 scintillator as determined through the Monte
Carlo simulations was in agreement with the Burlin cavity theory result. The statistical error associated with the simulated dose ratio was poor, but the average of the
simulated dose ratio across the energy range was within close agreement with the
average dose ratio as calculated by Burlin cavity theory.
For the SiPM applied as an alternative photodetector to the PMT, the temporal
resolution was too poor for the algorithm to be successful in its analysis of the captured
signal. Additionally, the SiPM applied achieved saturation hindering the algorithms
ability to fit data to the measured waveform.

Chapter 6
Discussion
In this chapter, sources of error in the results and limits of experiments and simulations
are discussed. These sources of error are aimed to explain inconsistencies in the dose
measured by the scintillator when comparing the relative doses to that of the ionisation
chamber. The limits include limits of temporal resolution for the dosimetry system
and limits of the simulated physical processes to improve the simulations efficiency.

6.1

Dose Discrepancies With Respect To Ionisation Chamber Measurements

The thimble type ionisation chamber housing consisted of a solid water sheet with a
hole in the centre permitting insertion of the ionisation chamber. Air pockets may
surround the sensitive volume of the ionisation chamber. With air pockets present
between the solid water and ionisation chamber, the radiation field incident on the
ionisation chamber no longer matches the radiation field incident on the scintillator
probe.
The PMMA slab housing the scintillator probe possessed a density of 1.18 g/cm3
where the density of solid water was 1.04 g/cm3 . An increase in the scintillator dose
97
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response arises from the increase in the number of the secondary electrons capable
of being produced in the scintillator probe housing. The ionisation chamber housing
consisted of a sheet of solid water phantom where the scintillator housing was PMMA.
The increased density of PMMA produces a greater number of secondary electrons,
increasing the scatter dose deposited into the scintillator from electrons. This density
effect is responsible for the overresponse outside the field for both scintillation dose
and Cerenkov dose compared to the ionisation chamber dose.

6.1.1

Dose Measurement Inaccuracies Due To Poor Curve
Fitting

The accuracy and robustness of the algorithms tested were poor when scintillation
signals were small compared to the Cerenkov radiation signal. Out of field dose profile
measurements where relative dose approached zero occurred as the algorithm could
not achieve an apt ratio of scintillation amplitude to Cerenkov signal amplitude. In
this case, the curve to be fit did not match fluctuations between T 1 and T 2.

Figure 6.1: The waveform displayed on the right is the waveform captured in the
centre of the field for the beam profile. The ratio of Cerenkov radiation to optical
fiber achieves a close fit to the measured waveform. The left waveform was captured
6 cm from the centre of the field. The ratio achieved by the curve fitting algorithm
did not achieve a fit matching the total optical signal measured.
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Dose Measurements With Changing Length Of Fiber
Irradiated

Additional points were captured inside the field to observe the effect of changing fiber
length on the resultant scintillator dose response. As the exposed fiber length in the
primary radiation field increased, the Cerenkov response increased. The in field measurements of the Cerenkov response are greater than the out of field Cerenkov response
measurements with the maximum length of fiber irradiated. Cerenkov photons are reflected by the optical paint more frequently when the optical paint coating is in close
proximity to the Cerenkov radiation production site. In the event that optical paint is
not employed, the Cerenkov radiation dose response is expected to remain at the maximum relative intensity while the maximum length of fiber is in the primary radiation
field.

Figure 6.2: Scintillator is the scintillation dose response determined by the constant
dose rate derived algorithm. Cerenkov is the estimated Cerenkov response calculated
by the same algorithm. The Cerenkov dose response was plotted to illustrate how it
is affected by irradiated fiber length when measuring the dose profile.
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Water Tank PDD

The extrapolated Cerenkov response is proportional to the energy deposited into the
fiber volume exposed at each field position. Beam hardening leads to increasing underresponse in Cerenkov fiber optic dosimeters beyond depths of 10 cm [20, 21]. Beam
divergence due to photon scattering at increasing depths may shift the spectrum of
Cerenkov radiation scattered into the optical fiber. The Cerenkov radiation profile
captured at a depth of 1.5 cm may not reflect the Cerenkov radiation profile at increasing depths. The combination of these two depth effects may discredit the beam
current profile fitting method if the beam current profile is not proportional to the
Cerenkov temporal profile at all depths.

6.3

Monte Carlo Simulations

The scintillation mechanism was not modelled as a physics process in the simulation.
The purpose of modelling a scintillation mechanism would be to determine the response
of the scintillator to incident radiation. In this case, the scintillation yield must be
specified to simulate the scintillation mechanism. Birk’s correction must be applied
to correct for saturation in the scintillator volume due to high LET radiation [14].
For high energy photons, the linear energy transfer is small and Birk’s correction
is expected to have negligible effect on the scintillation response. In this case, the
number of scintillation photons produced will be equivalent to the energy deposited in
its volume multiplied by the scintillation yield. Simulating the scintillation mechanism
in this case is made redundant by scoring the energy deposited in its volume.
A secondary purpose of modelling scintillation would be to achieve the expected
measurable optical signal following transmission through an optical fiber to a photodetector. In this case, the scintillation and Cerenkov radiation mechanisms need
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to be specified. The simulation will achieve an expected response for both scintillation signals and Cerenkov radiation signals measured at the photodetector. The
water equivalence of the probe in this simulation will more accurately represent water
equivalence of the probe employed.
The number of primary particles simulated for each extrapolated measurement was
108 , which took up to 8 days to run for the longest duration simulation.
Other computational inefficiencies arise when the scintillation mechanism is simulated. For scintillation photons to be produced, the lower energy threshold at which
particles are no longer simulated must be set below the scintillation photon energy.
The lower energy threshold was 100 eV for the simulations executed, however the lower
energy threshold required for scintillation photons to be produced is approximately 2
eV. The computational time for a simulation with lower energy threshold of 2 eV
is much longer than the original simulation. The computational time is expected to
increase exponentially as the lower energy is reduced.
In the event that the optical components are simulated, the expected number of primary particles required to achieve measurements with significant accuracy is expected
to be so large that a single simulations would run for several weeks and potentially
months. The optical components were not simulated as the water equivalence of the
BC444 material was of interest, rather than the whole probe. The expected optical
signal at the photodetector was simulated more efficiently in MATLAB running the
code in appendix A.

6.4

System Temporal Resolution

The spread in transit time of the PMT is the limiting factor for photodetector temporal
resolution. The spread in transit time of a PMT determines its pulse rise time. The
pulse rise time is the time taken for output current or voltage to rise from 10% to 90%
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of the relative output current or voltage to a Dirac delta pulse of incident photons
[89]. The PMT impulse response to a Dirac delta pulse of photons follows a Gaussian
distribution with full width at half maximum approximately equal to 2.5 times the
rise time. For the PMT applied the pulse rise time was 2 ns [90], hence its FWHM
is 5 ns. The fibers deviation in transit time distribution does not follow a Gaussian
distribution, hence no full width at half maximum can be calculated. A square pulse
with pulse width of the maximum deviation in transit time, ≈ 6 ns, is substituted as
the temporal impulse response of the fiber.
The system’s response to a group of photons entering the optical core simultaneously is achieved by convolving the PMT impulse response with the temporal impulse
response of the fiber. The FWHM of the system’s response is equivalent to the sum of
each component as the Gaussian distribution of the PMT blurs the square pulse of the
optical fiber. The temporal resolution of the system to a Dirac delta pulse of photons
simultaneously entering the fiber core is estimated to be 11 ns. This value presents
an optimal sampling time width for the system. Shorter sampling times achieve no
increase in the systems ability to temporally resolve a signal originating in the scintillator or irradiated fiber while longer sampling times do not temporally resolve a signal
originating in the scintillator to its maximum achievable resolution.

6.5

Summary

The temporal resolution of the dosimetry system was determined to be 11 ns, an
apt resolution for the high temporal resolution approach to capture data. The dose
discrepancies in dose measurements were investigated. Discrepancies arose from poor
curve fitting by the algorithm when scintillation signal intensities were poor. The
increased density of the scintillator housing compared to solid water led to an increase
in the relative dose in the build up region and out of the primary radiation field, and
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beam hardening effects as depth increased led to increasing underestimation of the
Cerenkov radiation contribution when fitting the data.
The results of the Monte Carlo simulations were statistically poor. The resources
and time required to rerun the simulations to achieve a suitable level of statistical error
is not worth the statistically significant result as the Burlin cavity theory calculation
verifies BC444s water equivalence, hence the simulations will not be rerun.

Chapter 7
Future Work
This chapter describes the future work to be undertaken for this high temporal resolution method of Cerenkov radiation separation. The algorithm is not robust with
low levels of scintillation, and the relationship between beam current and Cerenkov
radiation induced in an optical fiber must be investigated. Additionally, the Cerenkov
radiation induced in an optical fiber must be investigated at different field positions
and depths to ensure that any relationship between beam current and Cerenkov radiation temporal profile remain unaffected. Substitution of a silicon photomultiplier is
discussed to avoid gain drift for lengthy exposures of the scintillator probe to radiation.

7.1

Algorithm Refinement

The algorithm will be under refinement to take into account the fluctuations in beam
current during the treatment pulse. The beam current will be measured as a function
of time, triggered by the LINAC TTL pulse. The beam current temporal profile
will be measured in conjunction with the reference probe temporal profile across many
depths and field positions to verify that the beam current is proportional to the induced
Cerenkov radiation signal.
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To accurately measure the relative dose rate delivered, due to the possibility of
varying pulse delivery rates, the algorithm will count the number of pulses delivered
in future work. The current method extrapolates the dose delivered per pulse delivered.
The number of pulses delivered in a second is moderated by a LINAC to compensate
for deviations in the dose delivered each pulse to achieve a more stable dose rate. The
dose delivered by the LINAC is measured by the transmission ionisation chambers in
the LINAC head. Counting of the pulses delivered permits the methods application
for real time dosimetry and overcomes problems faced when modulation of the LINAC
pulse frequency is not accounted for.

7.2

Improvement Of Probe Spatial Resolution

As the curve fitting algorithm improves its modelling of expected responses, an improvement in reproducibility and accuracy permits the decrease of the scintillator
length to improve its resolution. The SNR of the scintillation signal will decrease as
the spatial resolution is improved. The SNR will limit the achievable spatial resolution
of the probe. Other scintillator materials may be tested to achieve further improvements in the spatial resolution whilst maintaining sufficient SNR for the method to
produce accurate and reproducible results.

7.3

Array Of Scintillating Fibers

An array of scintillating fibers will be constructed for applications in high resolution
dosimetry. Other slow scintillators may be tested to observe their dose response employing the presented self referencing temporal method. The response would be made
in real time provided the algorithm remains efficient in its analysis. The sampling rate
of the data acquisition system could be reduced to 10 ns per sample measurement.
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The decreased sampling rate improves the efficiency of the algorithm by significantly
reducing the size of the data set whilst maintaining apt DAQ temporal resolution for
analysis to be successful.

7.4

SiPM Photodetector Substitution

The photodetector would be changed to a fast SiPM photodetector. The temporal
resolution achievable is comparable to that of the PMT used in the experiments performed and results presented. The SiPM presented in the discussion has too poor of
a temporal resolution to be implemented in the method presented. With the application of an optical filter to reduce the intensity of Cerenkov radiation at the SiPM,
the SiPM is less likely to saturate in its response. SiPMs are required as photodetectors when extended periods of dose delivery are incident on the scintillator where
gain drift would influence dose response measured by PMTs. Where a SiPM employs
active quenching, the sampling rate achievable approaches 10 ns/sample. The SiPM
in this case is expected to perform photoconversion with a decreased probability of
saturation, as the coincidence time interval has the potential to decrease more than ten
times. The application of a SiPM with active quenching and an optical filter to reduce
Cerenkov radiation intensities is expected to be the most suitable photodetector setup
for substitution where PMTs should not be applied, as this setup offers the highest
sampling rate with the lowest probability of saturation of the SiPMs.

7.5

Summary

The focus of future work will be on characterising the Cerenkov radiation temporal
profile at many depths and field positons. The relationship between the LINAC beam
current profile and the Cerenkov radiation temporal profile will be investigated at all
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field positions. If the beam current remains proportional to the Cerenkov radiation
dose rate, the algorithm will use a waveform of the LINAC beam current to fit the
Cerenkov radiation and scintillation to the data. If the beam current profile matches
the Cerenkov radiation profile, additional future work would encompass develoment
of a probe array and an increase to the spatial resolution of the probe.

Chapter 8
Conclusions
The outlined self referencing temporal method separated the Cerenkov radiation induced optical signal from the scintillation induced optical signal. The reproducibility
of dose was determined to be 2.4% of the relative dose measured. The reproducibility
is expected to improve as the algorithm is further refined. The depth dose response of
the dosimeter was measured and exhibited a dose response resembling the depth dose
measured by an ionisation chamber, however it didn’t match the ionisation chamber
measurements at a level appropriate for clinical applications. The high level of agreement was not reached as the research presented was a proof of concept for the self
referencing temporal method, and is at present a work in progress.
The penumbra measurements were (0.4 ± 0.2) cm for the lateral dose profile and
indeterminate for the longitudinal dose profile. The penumbra measurement for the
lateral dose profile was matching the dose penumbra as measured by the ionisation
chamber (0.35 ± 0.04) cm. The beam profile was measured by the dosimeter and the
dose profile was closely matched to the penumbra of the beam as measured by an
ionisation chamber dosimeter.
The relative dose as measured by the scintillator tended to be overestimated at
depths beyond dmax compared to the ionisation chamber absorbed dose using solid
108
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water as the phantom material. The overestimation at depths beyond dmax can be
attributed to beam hardening underestimating the Cerenkov radiation component of
the captured signal. Additional underestimation of the relative dose at depths in the
build up region were expected to occur due to the presence of air pockets between thin
sheets of solid water, leading to the perturbation of secondary electrons.
The material BC444 was shown to be water equivalence for photons in the energy
range of 200keV to 20MeV. The energy dependent ratio of dose absorbed in BC444 to
dose absorbed in water was calculated using Burlin cavity theory with an average value
of 0.982 ± 0.003 to one standard deviation. Monte Carlo simulations in GEANT4 of
the BC444 scintillator tip provided an average ratio of 0.979 ± 0.010 for the dose
absorbed in BC444 to dose absorbed in water over the same energy range. However,
the results of the Monte Carlo simulation were statistically poor, with an absolute
standard error of 0.210 due to the poor efficiency of the simulation, with only 1 in
1000 events contributing to the scoring of energy deposition in the target volumes.
The current spatial resolution of the dosimeter is 500 µm. The current temporal
resolution of the system is estimated to be 11 ns. The aim of the work is to make a realtime array of scintillating fibers suitable for high resolution, pulsed source megavoltage
therapy for dose monitoring of target volumes and organs at risk. The goal can be
achieved by refining the analysis algorithm and improving the spatial resolution.

Appendix A
Photon Acceptance Fraction Code

1

n o = 1.404; % refractive index of cladding

2

n i = 1.49; % refractive index of core

3

n s = 1.58; % refractive index of BC444

4
5

% Acceptance angle (in degrees) of the scintillator calculated ...
from the

6

% numerical apperture expression of an optical fiber and Snell's law

7

theta s = asind( 1/ n s * (n i ˆ 2 - n o ˆ 2) ˆ 0.5 );

8
9
10

theta TIR = asind( n o / n i ); % Total internal reflection critical
% angle

11
12

max angle = ceil(theta s); % Maximum angle collectable

13
14

min time = 20 / ( ( 3 * 10 ˆ 8 ) / n i ); % Time for a photon to ...
travel the

15

% shortest path through optical fiber

16
17

max time = ( 20 / sind( theta TIR ) ) / ...

110

111

18

( ( 3 * 10 ˆ 8 ) / n i ); % Time taken for a photon to traverse ...
the max

19

% path length (helix along the core cladding boundary at the critical

20

% angle).

21
22

max dev time = ceil( ( max time - min time ) * 10 ˆ 9); % Maximum ...
deviation

23

% in time taken to traverse the fiber in nanoseconds

24
25

dev time bins = zeros(1, max dev time + 1); % Histogram to score time

26

% deviation relative to the the minimum time.

27
28

% Allocates the value of tan(theta s) to a variable in the memory to

29

% optimise efficiency when calling tan(theta s) in a loop to follow.

30

tan theta s = tand(theta s);

31
32

r i = 48.5; % Radius of the fiber optic core ( 1 unit = 10 microns )

33

r o = 50.0; % Radius of the cladding ( 1 unit = 10 microns )

34

h = 50.0; %

Length of the Scintillator ( 1 unit = 10 microns )

35
36

% Creates Scintillator Volume in this 3D array

37

Scintillator = zeros(2 * r o, 2 * r o, h);

38
39
40
41

% The volume capable of producing photons that are collectable by ...
the fiber

42

% optic is defined in this nested series of loops.

43
44

for i = 1 : 2 * r o % x axis where x = (r o + 0.5) at the axis centre

45
46

for j = 1 : 2 * r o % y axis where y = (r o + 0.5) at the axis centre

112

47
48

for k = 1 : h % z axis where z = h is the interface between

49

% scintillator and fiber optic

50
51

% The condition determines whether the position (i,j,k) falls

52

% within the volume of scintillator that produces photons

53

% detectable by the fiber optic. When true the position falls

54

% within said volume

55

if ( (i - r o ) ˆ 2 + ( j - r o ) ˆ 2

56

( r i + ( h - k + 1 ) * tan theta s ) ˆ 2 )

≤

...

57
58

% Condition is true. Assign the value 1 to scintillator at

59

% position (i,j,k) to allow differentiation between

60

% positions that can and can not produce photons detectable

61

% by the fiber optic.

62

Scintillator( i, j, k ) = 1;

63

end

64

end

65

end

66

end

67
68
69

Number Runs = 10000000; % Number of runs in the simulation.

70

% Number Runs = 10000;

71

accept counter = 0; % Counter for the number of photons that are ...
accepted

72

% over the course of the simulation.

73
74

mean time = 0; % mean time deviation

75
76

for I = 1 : Number Runs

77

a = 1; % x axis position

113

78

b = 1; % y axis position

79

c = 1; % z axis position

80
81

% Generate photon starting position in scintillator volume that

82

% produces detectable photons. The default position (1,1,1) has value

83

% zero. When Scintillator(a,b,c)=1 the while loop is broken

84

while( Scintillator(a, b, c) == 0 )

85

a = randi([ 1 , 2 * r o ]); % Randomly select the x axis position

86

% from integers between 1 and 2* r o

87

b = randi([ 1 ,2 * r o ]); % Randomly select the y axis position

88

% from integers between 1 and 2* r o

89

c = randi([ 1 , h ]); % Randomly select the z axis position

90

% from integers between 1 and h.

91

end

92
93

% Momentum with magnitude=0 translates that the photon does not move.

94

% This case is explicitly prevented as it does not make sense and

95

% further will lead to some values being indeterminate.

96
97

d = randi([-90, 90]); % Randomly select the azimuthal angle from

98

% integers between -90 degrees and 90 degrees

99

e = randi([-90, 90]); % Randomly select the altitude angle from

100

% integers between -90 degrees and 90 degrees

101
102

if abs(d) == 90

103

continue

104

end

105
106

if abs(e) == 90

107

continue

108

end

109

% if momentum d or e has magnitude 90 degrees, photon will not

114

110

% intercept the scintillator - fiber interface hence TIR not possible.

111
112
113

x1 = ( h - c ) * tand(d); % Calculates distance travelled along x axis

114

% to reach the scintillator - fiber interface.

115

y1 = ( h - c ) * tand(e); % Calculates distance travelled along y axis

116

% to reach the scintillator - fiber interface.

117
118

r1 = ( x1 ˆ 2 + y1 ˆ 2 ) ˆ 0.5; % hypotenuse of the right triangle ...
with

119

% with sides of x1 and y1

120
121

incidence angle = atand( r1 / ( h - c ) );% Calculates the

122

% incidence angle of the photon upon the Scintillator - Fiber optic

123

% interface.

124
125

if ( incidence angle > theta s)

126

continue

127

end

128

% If the incidence angle for the photon is greater than the maximum

129

% angle of acceptance for the optical fiber (theta s) then the run for

130

% this photon is ended.

131
132

x = a + x1; % Calculates the projected x position of

133

% the photon at the Scintillator - Fiber optic interface

134

y = b + y1; % Calculates the projected y position of

135

% the photon at the Scintillator - Fiber optic interface

136
137

% If the projected photon position at the Scintillator - Fiber Optic

138

% interface falls within the fiber optic core area [circle with radius

139

% r i and centre at ( r o + 0.5 , r o + 0.5 )] then the photon is

140

% assumed to be collected.
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141
142

if ( ( r o + 0.5 - x ) ˆ 2 + ( r o + 0.5 - y ) ˆ 2

143

accept counter = accept counter + 1; % Photon is accepted, add 1 to

≤

r i ˆ 2 )

144
145

transmission angle = asind( n s / n i * sind( incidence angle ) );

146

time = ( 20 / cosd( transmission angle ) ) / ( ( 3 * 10 ˆ 8 ) / ...
n i );

147

time dev = (time - min time) * 10 ˆ 9;

148

% Histogram scoring loop

149

for P = 1 : max dev time + 1 % checks all indices for the ...
histogram array

150

if floor(time dev)==P-1

151

dev time bins(P) = dev time bins(P) + 1; % for P - 1

152

% incidence angle

153

% with index P.

154

% mean time = mean time + time dev;

155

end

156

end

157

end

≤

≤

P increment the histogram array

158
159

disp([num2str(I/Number Runs*100) '%']) % Displays how much of the

160

% simulation has been complete in percent format.

161

end

162
163

percent accepted = accept counter / Number Runs * 100; % ...
Calculates the

164

% fraction of photons collected out of all photons produced in the ...
volume

165

% that produces detectable photons.

166
167

disp(['The fraction of photons accepted to photons generated is ' ...

116

168

num2str( percent accepted ) ' %.']) % console output of the ...
fraction of

169

% accepted photons to generated as per the simulation.

170

% Average angle of photons

171

% accepted into the optical fiber

172
173

dev time bins = dev time bins / sum(dev time bins) * 100; % ...
Normalises the integral

174

% of the histogram to 100%

175
176

for P = 1:max dev time+1 % Flow control allowing for calculation ...
of the SD in

177

% acceptance angle

178
179

mean time = mean time + dev time bins(P) * ( P - 1

)

/ 100;

180

% Uses the relative frequency stored in the histogram at element P to

181

% calculate the contribution to the standard deviation. The sum

182

% performed during the for loop is the variance instead of the

183

% standard deviation

184

end

185
186

SD = 0; % Instantiating the standard deviation to be zero

187

for P = 1:max dev time+1 % Flow control allowing for calculation ...
of the SD in

188

% acceptance angle

189
190

SD = SD + dev time bins(P) * ( P - 1 - mean time ) ˆ 2 / 100;

191

% Uses the relative frequency stored in the histogram at element P to

192

% calculate the contribution to the standard deviation. The sum

193

% performed during the for loop is the variance instead of the

194

% standard deviation

195

end
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196
197

SD = SD ˆ 0.5; % Take the square root of the variance to get the ...
standard

198

% deviation

199
200

disp(['The mean deviation in time taken to traverse the fiber is ' ...

201

num2str( mean time ) ' +- ' num2str(SD) ' ns.'])

202

% console output of the average angle of photons accepted into the ...
optical

203

% fiber as per the simulation above

204
205

figure(1), bar(0:max dev time, dev time bins), xlabel('Time ...
Deviation (ns)'), ...

206

ylabel('Relative Frequency (%)'), title(['Temporal Distribution of ...
'...

207

'Photons At The Photodetector']), grid on, grid minor;

208

% plots the frequency histogram of incidence angle.
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